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CHAPTER 1

Cattle Habits

The greatest and most moral homage we can pay to certâin
animals on certain occasions is to kill them. . . .

-Ortega 
y Gasset, Meditations on Hunting

ANruer Rrcrr:rs

The epigraph above is an example of what Michael Pollan has recently
called "hunter porn," an overblown style of writing that assumes "that
the hunt represents some sort of primordial encounter between two kinds
of animals, one of which is [the writer]. " r Men face danger, men kill, men
provide meat, men rule. Actual hunter-gatherer societies are more likely
to survive on the staple supply of grains provided by women, but the
symbolic capital vested in the hunt is not based on the scientific measure-
ment of where calories come from in the diet. Understandabl¡ then, with
the rise of both feminist critiques and the articulation of animal rights,
we are now witnessing the emergence of many more critical approaches
to the issue of meat production.2 Animal rights activists assert that ani-
mals have the same inalienable rights as humans, or, following a strand
in Jeremy Bentham's utilitarianism, that because they are sentient, can
feel pain and pleasure, they have interests that deserve to be taken
into consideration, investing them with rights.3 The growth of the deep-

ecology movement and dismay over how animals are raised in modern
factory-farm conditions have also fueled debates about how we treat our
animals, and whether humane butchery is possible, or a hideous contra-
diction in terms. A widely seen exhibition sponsored by PETA juxtaposing
images of the Flolocaust with the abuse of factory-Íarm animals is the
latest and most graphic illustration of the assault on the older, Cartesian
notion that animals are mere mechanisms to be used for our pleasure and
consumption.

It is unlikely that any such debate ever took place in the Greek world.a
Certainl¡ Porphyry argued against eating animals and Empedokles as-

serted that it was a universal law not to kill living things, but Aristotle
was closer to the mood of ordinary people when he asserted that Nature
had made animals for mankind, "both for his service and his food."5 For
Aristotle, the separation between humans and animals was simply too
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great for animal behavior even to be judged by human standards. Dis-
cussing vice and virtue, he notes,

There is no such thing as virtue in the case of a god, any more than
there is vice or virtue in the case of a beast: divine goodness is something
more exalted than virtue, and bestial badness is different in kind from
vice. (Aristotle, EN 7.1.2 1145a 15, trans. Rackham)6

The extremes for humans are a type of goodness that cannot match the
goodness of the gods, and a type of badness that rarely reaches the bestial-
ity of animals. In fact, for Aristotle the goal of a life lived properly is to
rise above our animal natures, which are equated with our appetites, and
to exercise our moral and intellectual abilities so as to be better humans.
In such a scheme, animals are subservient to the needs of humans, their
inability to communicate clearly with us rendering moot the question of
their needs or wants.T It was also not a difficult step to see uncivilized
people as brutes and to equate them with animals, as Strabo does in com-
menting on the behavior of Corsican mountaineers brought to Rome:
looking at them, he says, you could "see and marvel at the degree to which
the nature of wild beasts and grazing cattle is manifested in them."8

Tur Bovrx¡ Iororl

Strabo and Aristotle reflect a common paradox in the human interaction
with other large mammals: the tendency to insist on the utter difference
between us and them, and an equally powerful tendency to see a deep
affinity between our species. The former impulse makes possible the scien-
tific study of animals based on empirical observation. Aristotle, for exam-
ple, was well informed about cows, commenting on the relationship be-
tween pasture and milk production, preferred types of feed, and
techniques for increasing animal size. He correctly notes that cattle suffer
from both ticks and lice, and observes that they are susceptible to diseases

of the hoof and lungs. He describes the techniques for castrating calves,
and was familiar with both Epirote cattle and Paionian bison, which he
describes in close detail.e Aristotle's empirical observations represent one
approach to investigating the position of cattle in the Greek world. One
may ask, like Aristotle, where the cattle were raised, under what condi-
tions, and how the market in meat operated. In answering these questions
one can learn a great deal about changes in society. Between 1965 and
1,993, for example, cattle numbers in Greece plummeted from well over
1,100,000 head to 608,000.10 Similarl¡ the growth of cattle markets mây
indicate enormous social change. Between 1867 and 1868, for example,
Abilene, Texas, went from a smattering of log huts to a railhead capable
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of handling 1,000 railcars of cattle per month-rransformed by the rail-
way and, in the process, transforming the regional geographies of the
United States as profoundly as the Civil'War.11

There is, however, another way of exploring the cattle system of ancient
Greece. Empirical matters of the s"ort explored by Aristotle were of little
interest to Homer, for whom cattle were a fixture of heroic society. In-
stead, cattle in epic function as measures of wealth and status, to be fought
over, raided, paid as dowr¡ and perhaps most importantl¡ sacrificed to
earn the favor of the gods. IØe glimpse the profound complexity of the
web of values and associations surrounding cattle in the Greek imagina-
tion in the episode from which this study takes its title: the story of the
cattle of the Sun. Immediately before the slaughter of the suitors, Odys-
seus is interviewed by Penelope and tells her, in his guise as Aetion
the Cretan, of her husband's long travails. Explaining Odysseus' absence
he says,

. . . As he was sailing out
From the island of Thrinacia, Zeus and Helios
Hit him hard because his companions had killed
The cattle of the Sun. His men went under,
But he rode his ship's keel until the waves
\Øashed him ashore in the land of the Phaeacians,
'SØhose race is closely akin to the gods.

(Homer, O d. 19.302-7, trans. Lombardo)12

The long wanderings of Odysseus, then, are the result of divine punish-
ment, the explanation for which takes us straight into a world of gods
and heroes who, somewhat prosaicall¡ act very much like humans. They
sail the seas and tend their herds. This is hardly surprising. Greek gods
feel jealous¡ lust, and rage as passionately as the humans whose lives they
dominate, if not more so. Their attachment to cattle, however, is more
complex than a mere extrapolation of human activity into the realm of
the divine. Hermes may rustle the cattle of Apollo like a common thief,
but humans cannot transform themselves at will, like Zeus, into a fine
white bull as a way of seducing Europa. Only gods can inflict a transfor-
mation into the form of a cow, as Hera does to Io (Hera herself having
some totemic relationship with cattle, as her epithet "cow-eyed" sug-
gests). In the Greek imagination, cattle hold a special place. They can be
the objects ofveneration, as in the bull cult celebrated on Crete, and their
sacrifice, particularly a hecatomb, constitutes the greatest and most sump-
tuous offering humans may make to the gods. Zeus is well-disposed to-
ward the Trojans precisely because his altars have never lacked for sacri-
ficial offerings, and Poseidon is indignant that the Achaians should build
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a wall at Troy without offering a hecatomb.l3 Cattle are the preferred
medium for exchange between us and the divine.ia

The relationship between the empirical and the symbolic resists easy

analysis, in part because each is constantly in flux and carries the past with
it. Take, for example, the particulars of stockraising' These underwent
constant change from the Neolithic to the age of Pericles. SØhat began

with the domestication of the auroch would culminate in the Panathenaic
procession as hundreds of head of cattle were led to the Acropolis, slaugh-

tered to make an Athenian holiday. In the course of these changes cattle
assumed a Çentral position in the imaginations of people in the eastern
Mediterranean. In part this is because herding is a livelihood unlike any

other, yet it is also because cattle lead us down so many interesting paths.
They facilitate trade by giving us valuables to barter; they incline us to
sacrifice, so as to render their murder more palatable; they foster social
stratification by giving us a commodity to control, exchange, or share. If
hunting favored the growth of the hominid brain, then herding favored
the growth of human culture.ls Edward Evans-Pritchard coined the term
"the bovine idiom" to suggest that under certain conditions the phenome-
non of herding might serve as a controlling metaphor for the way a society
understood itself.16 He employed the expression to suggest that the rela-
tionship between the Maasai ancl their cattle was so intimate that it
shaped profoundly the Maasai understanding of the world. More recently
Bruce Lincoln has noted that among the Nuer, "just as the social idiom is
an idiom of cattle, the religious idiom is one of cattle too."17 The Maasai
lived by herding and lived off the products of their cattle-meat, milk, and
blood-and their very cosmology was shaped by the cattle experience: the
first men, for example, entered the universe having slid down from heaven
on a bull's pizzle.18

\X/hile Classical Greece was not a society of transhumant pastoralists,
neither did it ever entirely abandon the herder's habits of mind. Perhaps
if not a bovine idiom, then what the Greeks retained was a bovine register.
It is important to stress this since we are going to explore not only how
and under what conditions stock breeding was practiced, but also the
place of cattle in the Greek imaginaire. There, thanks to the operations
of metaphor and metonym¡ cattle took the blue ribbon. I am not propos-
ing that the cow is simply a symbol of something else (Hera, wealth, docil-
it¡ the object of desire) but that the accumulation of experience between
humans and cattle-hunted, tamed, bred, nurtured, yoked, milked, killed,
eaten, worshipped-fixes them firmly within the habitus of the Greeks.

Since this is not a matter of deliberate intent on the part of the Greeks, I
should explain exactly what I mean by this. In a postface to the 1967
edition of Erwin Panofsky's Gothic Architecture and Scholasticism,Pierre
Bourdieu wrote âs follows:
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. . . culture is not just a common code, or even a common repetoire of
answers to common problems, or a set of particular and particularized
forms of thought, but rather a whole set of particular andçarticul arized
forms of thought, a whole bocly of fundamental schemes, assimilated
beforehand, that generate, accorlding to an art of invention similar to
that of musical writing, an infinite number of particular schemes, di-
rectly applied to particular situations.This babitus could be defined, by
an analogy with Noam Chomsky's 'generative grammar,' as a system
of internalized schemes that have the capacity to generate all thoughts,
perceptions, and actions characteristic of a culture, and nothing else.le

This approach to culture reserves a space for human agency within a re-
cursive system, whereby humans are equipped by their society's values
and prevailing epistemology to act, and in acting so themselves become
full participants within their culture, agents of change within their societ¡
in ways that make sense to them. This is a theoretical approach, then,
that allows space for historical contingenc¡ that is, for the values, ideas,
decisions, and actions that occur within a cultural matrix that informs an
individual's conscious and unconscious choices.

The importance of this for our evaluation of cattle systems is twofold.
First, herding foregrounds particular practices and experiences that end
up dominating entire cultural fields: institutions from marriage to war,
concepts of prestige and value, modes of social interaction, negotiation of
social hierarchies, all end up being refracted through the prism of herding.
Second, because habitus is neither fixed nor inflexible, it can continue
to reflect notions, values, and experiences that inform the individual's
perceptions and the culture's shared grammar of symbols and ideas long
after the empirical circumstances that gave rise to any part of it are
changed or lost. Put differentl¡ it is possible to speak of the Greeks as

both a pastoral and post-pastoral societ¡ practicing farming, manufactur-
ing, and trade, yet still wedded to cattle because of their rich accumulation
of significance. Such incongruities are not uncommon. Referring to the
Gogo people of southern Africa, whom he describes as semi-pastoral,
Peter Rigby notes that "the basis of subsistence in Ugogo is primarily
agriculture."20 Yet the society he goes on to describe is one in which cattle
underpin cosmolog¡ residence patterns, property, inheritance, marriage,
clan structure-everything, in fact, that falls under that difficult term,
culture.2l Similarl¡ describing the importance of cattle to the pastoral
Fulani of Nigeria, Akanmu Adebayo has recently observed, "It is difficult
for a non-pastoralist to understand what cattle mean to the Fulani. Every-
thing begins and ends with cattle. The life of their men and women revolve
around cattle. All activities, all conversations, and all thoughts center on
cattIe."22 The bovine idiom is not as intense in Greek culture as in the case
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of these African societies, but it remains ubiquitous. The comparison with
contemporary pastoral and semi-pastoral societies may help to show how
the Greeks continued to live in the shadow of the bull, and so I pursue
some such comparisons in the next chapter.

Another feature of Bourdieu's notion of habitus that makes it a useful
interpretive tool is that it opens up a space for the operation of memory.
Through memory we participate in reformulating ow habitus individu-
ally and collectively in a covert collusion with a past both imagined and
real. Is there any past that is not, at some level, imagined? Like notions
of chivalry or courtly love, aspects of our imagined past are woven into
the values and imaginings of the present. In fact, the conscious version of
this sensation, the feeling that some part of what we were is lost, nostalgia,
can be one of the most powerful elements of our habitus. The Greeks of
the Archaic and Classical periods were especially prone to experiencing
the world this wa¡ not merely because their Bronze Age past was physi-
cally manifest around them in Mycenaean citadels or tholos tombs, but
also because the unifying cultural product of the Classical world-epic-
was an imagining of the heroic past. That heroic past has a stratigraphy
as rich and distinctive as the layers of the tel at Hissarlik, and one of rhose
layers, buried deep in the Greek imaginaire, was the cattle stratum.

Closely related to this feature of habitus is the problem facing any dia-
chronic study of the Greeks, namel¡ the risk of anachronism. One might
fairly object that Homer's poems are no guide to fifth-century polis reli-
gion. Some feel they aren't even a guide to Greece in the eighth or seventh
centuries. But the charge of anachronism is too easily used as an excuse
not to look for the threads of culture that bind the practices of one age
to another, and to impose sterile boundaries between different times. Cer-
tainly Homer's Achaians are not identical to Pericles'Athenians, but nei-
ther are they unrelated. In a recent essay on meaning in histor¡ Eelco
Runia has called attention to the difficulties created for historians by such
elements of the human experience as memory, lieux de mémoire, and
trauma, none of which fit neatly with the concern for narrative and em-
plotment that have dominated history (or at least discussions of the phi-
losophy of history) since the publication of Hayden lühite's Metahistory
in 197 3 . Runia argues that a way forward is to recognize the existence of
"presence" in histor¡ which he defines as "the unrepresented way the
past is present in the present. "23 Runia's suggestion may help us to under-
stând the continuing hold of the cattle complex on the imagination of the
Greeks. Quite simpl¡ the pastoral experience was ever present, even if
pastoralism was only one, very specific and limited aspect of the economic
life of the Greeks. Consider, for example, the simple fact that cattle need
a good deal of water. It was therefore desirable to pasture them near
marshland, a practice that helps to explain the artistic convention of
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showing cattle with wading birds such as egrets.2a The same observarion
has recently helped Thomas Tartaron to identify a Mycenaean industry
of processing animal hides on the shores of Glykys Limin in Epiros. Here
the large quantities of flint flakes found by the shore are consistent with
scraping hides, while the landscape! characterizedby what Tartaron calls
"flat, swampy terrain," was well suited to grazing cattle and satisfying
their enormous need for water.2s Flomer, too, often associates cattle with
coastal areas. On the Shield of Achilles, cattle are being released from
their byres and graze on reed beds. Similarl¡ when Telemachos arrives at
Pylos he witnesses Nestor's sacrifice of nine times nine black bulls on
the shore. Later, Pausanias would note that only cows were allowed to
graze by the magical waters of the Milichos River, near Patrai, since the
waters caused any animals grazingthere to bear only male offspring. Simi-
larl¡ Aristotle comments on the pernicious effects of the waters of
the Sybaris River on cattle, while Pausanias tells the story of the bull of
Kerkyra, which wandered close to the seashore trying to alert the locals
to the great schools of fish nearby.26 It is not the veracity of any of the
separate stories that matters, so much as the perpetual repetition of the
association of cattle and water in folklore and myth. Accordingl¡ when
set against these persistent associations, Zeus' appearance in the form of
a bull emerging from the sea as Europa plays by the shore becomes, in
one sense, unremarkable.

Yet even if there was a perennial cattle presence in Greek culture, it is
the tension between the actual conditions of pastoralism and the symbolic
importance of cattle that offers us a fuller understanding of the Greeks.
That is to say, the concern for cattle, the desire for meat, the need to
sacrifice, the religious valuation of cattle-these were not passive because
they were ever present. These are active elements in Greek culture that
are subject to change, yet also shape change. Accordingl¡ the chapters
that follow will attempt to flesh out our understanding of the importance
of cattle to the Greeks in a variety of settings and ar. different times, where
the bovine idiom worked actively in different ways. In chapter 2l deal in
the broadest possible terms with the changing relationship between hu-
mans and cattle that arise from the symbiotic process of domestication.
This involves examining the role of large animals in shaping the emer-
gence of human consciousness in prehistoric times from its previous em-
beddedness within the natural world. This process left a complex legacy
in which aurochs were both potentially dangerous yet uniquely important
to us as sources of protein and of draft power (after domestication), and
symbolically as the focus of newly developing religious and political sys-
tems. I employ ethnographic parallels in order to show that pastoralism
produces a highly distinctive set of social practices that can be seen to
operate in the Greek world. This may strike some readers as either simplis-
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tic or so general as to be banal, but I am not trying to ârgue that all
pastoral societies are the same, nor that every aspect of Greek culture
arises simply from their taste for red meat. Rather, I wish to show how
deep-seated patterns of thought, feeling, and symbolism that arise from
the interaction between humans and cattle continue to crop up across the
spectrum of cultural production, in plastic arts, in myth, and in perfor-
mance, as well as in specific institutions from marriage to imperialpag-
eants. Cattle raiding, bride price, and the close association of cattle with
sacrifice and feasting are all signs of Greece's status as a catúe culture, if
we take this to mean a culture in which the relationship between humans
and cattle remains a defining feature, even long after the society may have
ceased to be nomadic or pastoral.

In chapter 3 I look at the Bronze Age through the lens of cattle culture.
Following the dominant trends in Aegean Bronze Age archaeolog¡ I focus
on the palatial system on Crete, both before and after the arrival of the
Mycenaeans from the mainland. 'S7hat 

emerges when we concentrate on
the rich evidence for the bull in Bronze Age cultures is a reading of the
Minoan and Mycenaean societies in which the prestige of cattle made
them an item of unique value in the reciprocal economy. Both the control
of breeding and the distribution of cattle, either for sacrifice or as working
animals, reinforced the position of palaces at the heart of Bronze Age
culture, a position also strengthened by the ceremonial use of cattle in
cult and especially bull-leaping ritual. Cattle became the most potent em-
bodiment of power and social rank. Subsequently I deal with the symbolic
significance of the bull, a more complete survival, in certain respects, of
the Bronze Age than any other institution of the time, and one that would
have more lasting effect on the Greek society that developed from the
ninth to the seventh century. The associations of cattle with power and
status were critical to the emergence of a distinctive notion of the hero.
This can be traced in the lliad and the Odyssey, the subjects of chapter 4,
but also in the many stories that involve Herakles' cattle adventures,
which are treated separately in chapter 5. In both chapters the study of
myth cycles and epic stories focused on cattle demonstrate that the cattle
idiom allowed the Greeks to do cultural work-that is, to tell stories that
actively made sense of the changing world of Archaic Greece. This was
especially true of their encounter with non-Greeks and the indigenous
peoples of the western Mediterranean. The continuing presence of cattle
in the imagination and experience of the Greeks supplied them with the
means of expressing power, authorit¡ and status in a way that was mean-
ingful and historically rooted in the world of heroes, which is to sa¡ the
past. I develop the notion of cattle breeding as a distinctive practice that
inflects an entire range of values and beliefs in chapter 6, which deals with
the emergence of the Greek pantheon, Flere I argue that, although there
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is evidence for a variety of responses to the emergence of the gods familiar
in Homer and Hesiod, Archaic Greece witnessed the development of a
standardized form of religious practice centered on sacrifice and commu-
nal feasting. This Panhellenic system was laid over a more disparate
scheme of local heroes and deitied. I examine the cattle associations of
major gods of the pantheon, such as Zeus, Hera, and Poseidon, in order to
show that'the universal (for the Greeks) symbolic significance of cattle-
prestige, power) status-bolstered the emergence of a Panhellenic, " Olym-
pian" system. I then further investigate the development of a Panhellenic
system through the articulation of a distinctive Panhellenic space ex-
pressed in the Homeric Hymns. In particular these hymns explore the
themes of the gods' birth, wanderings, and arríval at his or her sanctuary
as tropes connected to the assertion of control of sanctuary space by the
Olympian gods, and in the crearion of a coherent, identifiably Greek
space. Throughout these stories the gods interact with each other and
with humans through cattle: stealing them, eating them, sacrificing them
in endless variations, all of which reflect and reinforce the centrality of
cattle to the irnaginative life of the Greeks.

Throughout these chapters we find patterns relating both to the use
of cattle in the economic life of the Greeks and in the imøginaire as well.
It is, however, a mistake to equate origin with explanation. Societies
change, the economics of husbandry change, and the significance of a
symbol changes, so our examination of cattle in Greek history is an at-
tempt not to reduce cattle to a single, fixed place, but to understand the
ways in which cattle came to have so peculiar and so distinctive a place
in the world of the Greeks. It would be foolish and reductive ro asserr
that cattle rearing dominated either the economic or religious experience
of the Greeks. Indeed, I am not arguing that Greece was primarily a pasto-
ral society or that livestock were the principal commodity around which
the Greek rural economy was based, as has recently been argued, for ex-
ample, by Hans Derks.27 Nevertheless, the bovine idiom, to borrow
Evans-Pritchard's phrase, is an undeniably important aspect of Greek so-
ciety and curiously understudied, especially in the sphere of economic
studies. Rather than review the entire span of a century's scholarship on
the ancient economy, let me note some recent works to illustrate my point.
Thomas Gallant's 1,991, study, Risþ and Suruiual in Ancient Greece, is a
stimulating exploration of the rural domestic economy of ancient Greece.
Gallant explores the strategies used by subsistence farmers to minimize
risk both seasonally and over the course of the life cycle of the house-
hold.28 In the course of his painstaking analysis of the ancienr data his
comments on the position of cattle touch on livestock prices, the prefera-
bility of plow oxen to hoeing, the ability of larger holdings to susrain
greater numbers of livestock, and the use of strontiurrlzínc ratios in calcu-
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lating the amount of mear in the diet of classical Athenians. Gallant also
uses modern data to tease out his picture of the precarious subsistence
farmer, but at every step his data, his models, and his conclusions ¿¡s
firmly focused on the farmer as cultivator. Herding is pictured as either
literally peripheral, pushed to the extremes of cultivated territory as more
land is cultivated, or confined to those holdings large enough to support
fallow land and pasture. This is not to say that Gallant is wrong. His
analysis is compelling, but one wonders: where and how did this world
of small farmers produce the vast quantities of meat needed to supply
Delphi, Olympia, and Isthmia, or Thebes and Athens?

The question is not posed to be disingenuous, but to suggest, rather,
that our reconstructions of the Greek countryside tend to be skewed, co¡-
centrating on agriculture and ignoring the impact of a large-scale cattle
industry. consider the case ofJason of Pherai. ln 370 BC he intended to
celebrate the Pythian Games with special magnificence and sent orders to
Thessaly for cattle and other sacrificial animals to be collected. Xenophon
reports that more than one thousand head of cattle and ten thousand
other livestock were assembled from Jason's allies throughout Thessal¡
with a gold crown awarded to the city that raised the finest bull to leaá
the herd to Delphi.2e Are we to imagine that herds of livestock of this size
could be brought to Delphi without there being an apparatus for collect-
ing and driving these animals well over one hundred kilometers? In early
English law the term agistment was used to describe the arrangements
made for pasturing animals on someone else's land, a practice still com-
mon in Australia both in times of drought, when the cattle may be moved
to less vulnerable areas, or immediately prior to market, when animals
are moved to rich lands to be fattened. Is this what is meanr by epinomia,
a term frequently used in regulations promulgated by sanctuaries in rela-
tion to the use of sacred lands? This question leads us to the second half
of this study. Having examined rhe movemenr of cattle breeding into the
religious sphere in the myths and cult practice of the Archaic period, I
focus in chapter 7 on sanctuaries as central places in the emergence of a
sacred economy. The breeding and supply of cattle to market were largely
regulated by sanctuaries. In terms of supply and demand, then, sanctuar-
ies were the force that drove the cattle industry. In practice this was struc-
tured in a variety of ways, from direct breeding and control of sacred
lands to leasing. By examining various arrangements, especially from Del-
phi, Delos, and Eleusis, we see that no single system existed, but that the
sacralization of the cattle economy was also a response to a more mun-
dane development: the bringing of increasing amounts of land under di-
rect cultivation. Sanctuaries mediated more than elite competition. They
also reconciled competing pressures on how to exploit land. Since cities
occupied the land in a very different way from the grear panhellenic and
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*d;hr". An enrire body of sacred law evolved that had nothing to do
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i"trd u.tionr within the sanctuaries of the gods and in wider societ¡ de-
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of the sacred. The impact of this was profound because, as Kurt

Latte re.ognized eighty years ago, the emergence of a body of law, even

though procedural rather than statute law, supported by the authority of

the gãdi provided a model for the evolution of law in a secular se*ing.

AccãrdinglS the status of sanctuaries, reinforced by their role at the heart

of the cattle system, in turn made them engines of change in areas well

beyond the sphere of religion. The distinctive shape of Greek legal culture

was shaped by the sanctuary/cattle nexus. This is the subject of chapter

9. In the final chapter I develop the argument that the authority of sanctu-

aries also provided the basis for the development of a fiduciary economy.

As cattle and cattle production increasingly came within the orbit of the

sacred business of sanctuaries, as the supreme commodity of value for
exchange, dedication or consumption, they embodied value and wealth.
The fiduciary economy was made possible, as Aristotle understood, by a
monetized economy that in turn depended on a highly developed sense of
value, measured, as we shall see, by the Greeks in cattle.

From the Bronze Age, and even earlier, the Greeks were heirs to a tradi-
tion in which cattle were much more than objects, whether of veneration,
trade, or consumption. So complex and so embedded was the relationship
between human and bovine societies that cattle unwittingly became the
means of doing cultural work for the Greeks. How to understand slavery?
Analogize the slave to the beast of burden. How to understand insemina-
tion? The woman is the field plowed by the male. How to understand
demagoguery? Imagine a glutton stuffing his stomach with sausage to
the point of bursting. Communities are bound by many ties, and for
the Greeks the consumption of meat was one of the most fundamental.
The cattle of the Sun were mythical beasts located on the periphery of the
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Greek world, and yet also symbols of what was present at the heart of

every Greek sa.rifiå., the flesh whose consumption defined our relation-

ship to the gods and each other'
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institutionalized, of inter-acquaintance and inter-acknowledgement.":o
The degree to which this "cattle complex" was embedded in Greek culture
is signified by the fact that no political revolurion ever qübsrioned it or
subverted it. No change of constitution at Athens, no choice of oligarchy
over democracy, no lurch toward tyranny ever undermined the cÀstant
repetition of religious performances based on sacrifice. Quite the opposite,
in fact. An institution associated in the Homeric world with kings and
heroes can become a central institution of the Athenian democracy. As
Peter Rhodes has shown, the boule received a report on the status of pub-
lic sacrifices, and Folkert van Straten's iconographic study of sacrifice
demonstrates that the Greeks never tired of seeing representations of
themselves leading animals to the altar and roasting the god's portion.3l
Iconographicall¡ what Bronze Age object resembles its classical descen-
dant as closely as the Ayia Triada sarcophagus, whose depiction of a sacri-
ficial procession anticipares rhe Panathenaic freize? Nor did the utopias
imagined by Plato and Aristotle ever advocate an alternative to the model
of the city as a community bound by sacrificial obligations. \Øith the possi-
ble exception of the Pythagorean communit¡ nor even the most fantastic
ideal cit¡ eugenically engineered and elite dominared, could be imagined
by a Greek thinker without utterly conventional performances of piet¡
expressed through sacrifice. In this respect, the Asklepios regulations cited
above may be more "typical" evidence of Greek culture than any passage
from Sophocles, Plato, or Thucydides, since it represents neither a poet's
nor a philosopher's reading of the culture but is a direct expression of the
Athenian community.

Despite the fact that the system of sacrifice, consumption, and distribu-
tion was at the heart of the polis-sanctuary complex, there are signs of
resistance to its viselike hold on the imagination of the communit¡ or at
least signs that subversive voices were to be heard on occasion. One sign
of disquiet is the persistent association of meat eating with glutton¡ often
focused on the figure of Herakles, and the other was through the expres-
sion of religious and philosophical schemes that rejected mear. The equar-
ing of meat eating with glutton¡ in particular, seems to have arisen in
the milieu of popular attitudes.32 It is reflected, for example, in popular
expressions such as "He is carrying an ox in his jaws," applied, according
to the Suda, to gluttons.33 Aristophanes takes this association one step
further as part of his satire on contemporary politics. He uses gluttony as
a metaphor for the assembly's unquenchable appetite for endless
speeches, and plays on the state's role as sponsor of sacrifices to make
the Athenians laugh at themselves. The chorus in Knigbts, for example,
criticizes Demos (the People) for facing every clever politician with a gap-
ing maw, feeding on their speeches, to which Demos replies, picking up
the metaphor, that he likes to fatten politicians only to lead them to the

Tasrs RNr GluttoxY

The symbolic value of cattle helped shape some of the most distinctive

pr".¡.* 
""¿ 

habits of the Greeks, reinfoicing the importance of sanctuar-

i., 
"nd 

framing notions of the áiui.,., of heroic action, of elite perfor-

-u".., .u.r, -"uking possible the emergence of a monetized economy'

These associations weie leitmotifs running through the mentality of the

Greeks and were instantiated in daily life in the nexus of sacrifice, feast,

and distribution that was a recurrent ieature of Greek life. This is reflected

in official documents, such as these early-fourth-century regulations for

the cult of Asklepios:

Decision of the People. Athenodoros proposed: concerning the things

ihat the priest of Ásklepios Euthydemos says' the People vote thus:

In order ihut th. preliminary sacrifices that Euthydemos' the priest

of Arkl.pior, has specified may be carried out and in order that the

other saåifice *"y ä..,r, on behalf of the Athenian people' the People

decree that the commissioners of Asklepios are to conduct the prelimi-

nary sacrifice that Euthydemos has speãfied using the money from the

Suriical Revenues . . . á"d they are to deposit the remaining funds in-

side"the rreasury within the temple. And so that the Athenians may be

able to distribuie as much meatãs possible, the sacrificial officers who

are in office are to see to the holding of a public festival. They are to

distribute the meat from the leading ox to the prytaneis and the nine

archons, and to the sacrificial officers and those who participate in the

f.o..rrán, while they are to apportion the rest of the meat to the

Athenians' . . (-IG II2 47.23-35)

Meat is a medium for a complex set of exchanges: between the human

community and its gods, between the communíty and its officials' and

between rhe community ánd the individuals who constitute it. The circula-

tion of the meat, first tn the hoof' then on the altar, then in butchered

pieces, facilitates the expression of a social order' Beginning with the pro-

cersion and continuing with sacrifice and distribution, the entire system is

strictly controlled by in^pparatus that fuses civil and religious authorities

into a'single, .oh.r..tt e*ir.rsion of power' The players, the relationships'

urrd .i..iution of the commodity conform neatly to Bourdieu's definition

ãf ,ocial capital: "the ensemble of actual or potential resources that are

tied to the possession of a durable web of relationships) more or less
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slaughter, thereby keeping control of politics and satisfying his own glut-

torrylo If Demos is .ug.ito cons_ume-politicians and their speeches, the

,oorr a.-"gogic politi-cian is guilty of the same flaw: I(eon is described

url "yu*tí"ig"if, a devouring Charybdis," by the chorus' In a similar

uein, the S"rråg. Seller, an everyman figure who challenges the voracity

of Kleon, boasts,

..And I, when I have bolted the tripe of an ox together with a sow's

belly and swallowed the broth as well, I am fit, though slobbering with

gr.ár., to bellow louder than all the orators and to terrify Nicias."

(Aristophanes, E4. 356-58)3s

This sets the stage for an exchange of insults of epic proportions be-

tween the antagonists. Like two barkers in the marketplace they abuse

each other in increasingly graphic language, threatening to gut, stuff, slice,

and otherwise butchei each other.36 The poet employs the violence and

the voracity implicit in episodes of sacrifice, butcher¡ and feasting_to tap

inro the more brutal side of consumption hidden behind the official treat-

ment of sacrifice as a sacred matter. Our meat eating is evidence of our

carnal selves. The blood running off the altar may be hol¡ but the grease

dribbling down your chin is not.
The Greeks are constantly reminding themselves of the prosaic side of

mear eating by channeling it into myth, in particular into the figure of
Herakles the glutton. Karl Galinsky has warned, correctl¡ that Herakles'

roles are so varied that no "all-embracing exegesis" can sum him up,

but tales of his gargantuan appetite were very popular.3T This aspect of

Herakles is attesìed as early as Pindar and a host of playwrights whom

Athenaios quotes on the subject of Herakles' gluttony, including Astyda-

mas, Epicharmos, and Ion of chios.38 He participated in an eating contest

with Lepreus, a story incorporated into a panegyric to Herakles com-

posed by the brother of Theopompos the historian.3e The theme of his

gl.rttony becomes a mainstay of Attic comed¡ but as Nicole Loraux has

ábs.rrred, the identification of Herakles with his belly works in ambiguous

ways.ao His appetite is at once hypermasculine, and equates his eating

with a voracious sexual appetite, while at the same time his belly is like

a \Ã/oman's, especially that of a pregnant woman. The hero is even given

a þeplos, a \Moman's garment' by Athena. Some of Herakles' enormous

popularity resides in the fact that this model of masculinity also has some-

ihing f"lntly ludicrous about him. He is closer to his appetites than the

Olympian gods, retaining part of his humanity in his excesses, his appe-

tites, and his silliness.al

If the picture of Herakles devouring an entire animal plays with the

deep identification of masculine power with the bull, there is second as-

pe.l of the age-old symbolic identification that is also mildly subversive:
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the predictable metonymy of the bull's casrrarion and cuckoldry. The sym-
bolic and metonymic layers here are wonderfully rich. Like the castrated
bull, the cuckold has been emasculated. In the case of the bull the emascu-
lation is physical, in the case of the cuckold, metaphorical. But the refer-
ence to the cuckold as a man withhorns derives from something else. A
steer still has horns. viewed head on, the animal still gives the appearance
of virility. Thus the horns represent an ambiguity surrounding the cuck-
old's state. To outward appearances he appears the same man, just as the
steer has the horns of the bull. on the other hand, the cuckold has horns
but (metaphorically) no resticles. This play of symbols can traced back to
at least as early as the fourth century, in the riddle of Euboulides entitled
"The Florned Man": "\Øhat you have not lost you still have. But you
have not lost your horns. so you still have horns."42Just as the ox still
has its horns (but not its testicles), so too the cuckold has the appearance
but not the substance of virility.

Herakles casts a long shadow. For example, Theophrastos describes the
ancient version of a bodybuilder as follows: "If he is invited to a shrine
of Herakles somewhere, you can be sure he will throw off his cloak and
try to lift the bull to twist its neck."a3 Even Herakles, feat of eating an
entire ox, the draft animal he took from Theiodamas, was emulated by
strongmen, like Milo of Kroton, who replicated the feat at Olympia after
carrying the beast up and down the stadium on his shoulders.aa pankrati-
asts loved to model themselves on Herakles, but sometimes emerged look-
ing as foolish as the hero. Polydamas of Skotoussa, for example, was
remembered, according the Suda, for launching himself ',into a herd of
cattle and seizing the biggest and fiercest bull by one of its hind legs. He
held fast the hoof and did not let go; rhe bull escaped, and polydamas
was left holding the hoof."a5 Euripides' dismissive comments regarding
athletes as incapable of learning to live well because they were slaves to
their jaws and appetite also reflects the identification of grear, beef-earing
jocks such as Theagenes of Thasos, who ate an ox on his own, with the
comic figure of Herakles.a6 A darker side of this comic vision also existed:
how better to suggest the uter despair of Ajax at being robbed of the
øristeia for the finest fighter ar Troy than to have him slaughter all the
Greeks' cattle and the cowherds too. Such profligate waste and such a
violation of the strict code of slaughterla7

The inverse of the meat-eating glutton was the vegetarian ascetic. The
followers of Orpheus, for example, were famed for avoiding eating any-
thing once animate.as Aside from this religious group, some individuals
gained notoriety for their vegetarian habits. Atheniaos devotes a number
of pages to men who existed on liquid diets, such as Philinos, who sur-
vived on milk alone for his entire life, and a host of others such as Anchi-
molos and Moschos, a pair of sophists from Elis who were known as
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"water drinkers" and who ate only figs. They were' notes Athenaios with

some surprise, as healthy and vigorous as anyone else, although their

body odå *u, ,o offensive that everyone avoided them at the baths.ae

Many of the people who cultivated a meat-free diet are labeled philoso-

ph.r, o, sophists and the tradition of avoiding the consumption of meat

*", ,rrru-biguously linked to the common philosophical posture of set-

ting oneself ãt 
"ddi 

with the norms of the communit¡ This meatless diet

.orild ,"ir. the ire of more conventional folk, as when Theseus berates

Hippolytos, characterizing him, in the words of Albert Henrichs, as "a

radical fanatic who practices vegetarianism":

Go, boast that you eat no meat' that you have Orpheus

For your king. Read until you are demented

Your great thick books whose substance is as smoke.

(Euripides, Hipp. 9 52-54, trans. Grene)50

The supreme example of this philosophy was, of course' Pythagoras,

whose foilowe.r renounced all meat as pârt of an ascetic regime, the so-

called, bios Pytbagoreio.s, that incorporated strict vegetarianism with

drinking only water, avoiding humor, wearing a single garment' and culti-

vating alarming habits of personal hygiene.sl The list of ancient philoso-

phers who either advocated or at least gave serious consideration to vege-

iarianism is impressive and sometimes overlooked, but it would be wrong

to conclude thãt the renunciation of meat was either widespread of fre-

quent. In fact, it is its very marginality that allows vegetarianism to sefve

", 
a -"rke, of the philosopher's disdain for convention.s2 It could hardly

fail to be so since eating meat was so conventional. In fact, in Plato's

discussion of evolutionary change in Book 6 of the Laws, canníbalism

and vegetarianism are both cited as examples of earlier dietary regimes

that still existed among some people, but which were clearly not common

practice among the Greeks.

If vegetarians renounced meat on the grounds that a suffering animal

might have the reincarnated soul of a human, this metaphysical position

challenged the orthodox views of life and death that generally held sway.

For moit, the souls of the deacl were in the Underworld, not in the dog

whose yelp convinced Pythagoras ir was the voice of his dead friend.s3 If
their renunciation was based on an appreciation of an animal's capacity

to feel, and the assertion that it possessed a soul, extraordinarily modern-

sounding arguments that are nevertheless clearly expressed in both Plu-

tarch's On the Eating of Flesh and Porphyry's De øbstinentia, such obser-

vations were drow¡ed out by the drums, trumpets, and songs that marked

the ritual killing of animals at sacrifice. The very same Plutarch who could

ask indignantl¡ "Who were the first people to claim that we owe no jus-

tice to dumb animals?" was equally capable of waxing lyrical about the
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ritual of sacrifice. Of his time as a priest of Apollo serving at Delphi he
writes: "You know I've served Apollo for many years, but you won't hear
me say, 'Plutarch, you have had enough sacrifices, enough processions,
enough choirs.' "5a

A recognition that animals suffeíed for what Plutarch calls our "better
fare," meaning gourmet cooking rather than staples, was part of a more
general disquiet regarding luxury and indulgence, bur the religious associ-
ations of meat trumped such anxieties. A similar tension can be seen in
the story of Empedokles: he is said to have sacrificed an ox ar Olympia
after making it from spices, an acr rhat was taken as proof that ir. ãp-
proved the teachings of Pythagoras-but the story also shows that he was
not prepared to abandon conventional piety.ss Pythagoras resolved the
same problem by sacrificing at the altar of Apollo Parroos at Delos, be-
cause, as Diogenes Laertius reports, "wheat and barle¡ and cheesecakes,
are the only offerings laid upon ir, as it is nor dressed by fire; and no
victim is ever slain there."56 Some may have advocated the meat-free diet
as healthier, but even in antiquity it was noted that Homer's heroes are
only ever seen consuming grilled and roasted meat, so that eating meat
akeady had heroic status for Greeks in the Archaic period.s7 Renouncing
meat as unhealthy defied conventional wisdom. 'When the Hippokratic
writers investigated questions of diet, they imagined that in the earliest
times humans, like cattle, had grazed on raw cereals, but this is seen as too
harsh a diet, rather than beneficial. In the trearise On Ancient Medicine
Hippokrates writes,

I hold that not even the mode of living and nourishment enjoyed at the
present time by men in health would have been discovered, had a man
been satisfied with the same food and drink as satisfy an ox, a horse,
and every animal save man . . . For many and terrible were the suffer-
ings of men from strong and brutish living when they parrook of crude
foods, uncompounded and possessing great powers-the same in fact
as men would suffer at the present da¡ falling into violent pains and
diseases quickly followed by death. (Hippokrates, On Ancient Medi-
cine 3, trans. Jones)58

The critical change, then, was when humans learned to prepare food,
particularly by cooking it. In fact Hippokrates has little ro say about the
consumption of meat, suggesting that it was not a major feature of the
common diet under investigation. He discusses the theory that it was ben-
eficial to give raw meat to those with a weak constitution (an idea he
dismisses), but he was clearly more concerned with the properties of raw
versus cooked rather than one food group compared to another. The Hip-
pokratic ideal was a moderate diet that avoided food in its mosr brutal
state, and it is this notion of moderation as the characteristic feature of
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the civilized Greek male that macle omopbagia, the ritual destruction of
animals and the devouring of their raw flesh practiced by the female fol-
lowers of Dionysos, so potent a symbol of the destructive power of the

gods. Sacrificial meat was thus a medium for expressing piety within
proper bounds.se To avoid it altogether was to turn one's back on the

communit¡ while to eat meat raw was to surrender to divine madness

that reduced us to savagery.uo As groups emerged wanting to resist assimi-

lation into the mainstream, avoiding sacrificial meat was an easy' dra-
matic, and symbolically powerful way of advertising their desire to stand

apart. Accordingl¡ St. Paul offers this casuistical advice to his followers:

If any of them that believe not bid you to a feast, and ye be disposed
to go, whatsoever is set before you, eat, asking no question for con-
science sake. But if any man say unto you, This is offered in sacrifice
unto idols, eat not for his sake that showed it, and for conscience sake.
(1 Corinthians 10:27-28)

PnBseNce

It is clear that cattle remained a powerful presence in Greek culture, affect'
ing institutions, practices, and values in every corner of Greek life. It is
also apparent that there were sufficient disruptions between the Bronze
Age and the Iron Age to make continuity of most social practices and
institutions impossible. So one cannot simply say that the raising of cattle
for sacrifice was important because it had always been so. On the other
hand, the breakdown once imagined to be so complete in Greek histor¡
exaggerated by our reliance on studying history in discrete epochs, is now
â matter treated with more nuance. It is the subtle continuity of some

ideas, some values and some practices, serving new ends and representing
new social realities that constitute the strange presence of the past in the
present. Put another way, the lords of Knossos may have banqueted on
sacrificial cattle, as did the princes in Flomer, and the chiefs at Lefkandi,
as did the people of Classical Athens. No group is the same as the other,
nor are they entirely different.

The present carries the past within it, either hidden or in plain view,
changing established patterns to serve new ends, yet also replicating those
patterns when no change is forced upon it. This can be illustrated with
phenomena from two very different data sets. One is linguistic: the term
bouþoloi. Not only does it mean "cowboys" (and is the title, in fact, of a

comedy by Kratinos), but in the Hellenistic age it was also the word for
bandits, while in Attic Greek the related verb bowþoleo was synonymous
with theft.61 Behind its use in that sense stands the figure of Hermes the
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cattle rustler. Yet at the same time, the bouþolos and, archibouþolos were
also priests of Dionysos, and the bouþoleion was the residence of the
Archon Basileus at Athens.62 Here the religious associationis pronounced,
but not the connotation of theft. A different god looms. The second exam-
ple is coroplastic: the figure of the bull in Cypriot art from the Early
Bronze Age to the Archaic period. For much of this time bull imagery was
ubiquitous in Cypriot art: as protomes added to bowls, as figurines, as
masks, and in two remarkable instances as parts of sanctuary models
depicting the performance of religious riruals.63 Yet this bull imagery oscil-
lates between two poles, one of continuous presence and the other of
continuously changing meaning, depending upon contingent circum-
stances: a dedication at a sanctuary differs from a votive deposit in a grave
in every wa¡ from its creation to its function.

In one wa¡ then, the Greeks were as much a people of cattle as the Maasai
or the Dafla, in that their religion and mythology employed the human
relationship with cattle as a touchstone to which they constantly returned.
Accordingl¡ when Demosthenes wanted to stress how Athens' response
to the rise of Philip exemplified the city's righteousness, he measured this
in the city's public proclamation of sacrifices in time of crisis.6a Similarly,
when Theokritos compos es Idyll 17 in honor of Ptolemy II, it is the king's
sacrifices that serve to mark his legitimacy and piety.65 And yet at the same
time, the Greeks were not people of cattle in the same way as the Maasai,
since they also farmed, traded, sailed, colonized, served as mercenaries,
and so forth. (Some would say that, as people of cattle, not even the Maa-
sai are Maasai, since some of their constituent tribes also farm, or do not
speak Maasai, or do not employ Maasai institutions such as age classes.66)
It is in this paradox, in this exploration of the slip between what is said
and what is done, the difference between what the Greeks were once and
what they became, that we see how the past continues to be a part of the
present. The bovine orientation of sanctuaries both drives the formulation
of a critical set of institutions-sacrifice, dedication, feasting-and is
driven by those same institutions. In some cases the development takes
place primarily at a sanctuary within the polis, such as in the case of the
Acropolis at Athens; at other times and places, it takes place primarily in
a sanctuary outside the polis, such as at Olympia, and on occasion the
sanctuary is outside but tied to the polis, as in the case of Eleusis.

These multiple trajectories might lead one to abandon any atempr ro
categorize and classify sanctuaries, yet there are common features that
unite them and arise from broadly shared features of Greek culture. The
religious authority located at sanctuaries was a critical agent, we shall
see, in at least three areas of Greek life. It counterbalanced the weakness
of the early state, it provided the basis for the articulation of law, and it
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made possible the emergence of a monetized economy' In fact' it was only

through the recursive 'ål"tio"thip 
that existed between polis and sanctu-

;;;Ãî ih, polrirof Classical Greece were truly able to achieve.the com-

;i¿ö;ä#iãpJ r,"r.r. In this process, caftle existed as mediurns for

exchange, measurements of value' and conveyoî: *'::îï TÏ? 
*t*

constant companrons,- f'ouidt" of ttactiott' milk' meat and hides' and

,n."'ryãuãriË value iå' u' crucial to the formation of Greek culture as

was their material i-på'à"tt' Remove the ox' and one.contemplates a

,l.j*t -irrt nothing å;;; t; its coins and no reason to have coins' The

,t.rt"'"f tn. Greeks"ani their cattle began with hunting and domestica-

;;i,h;;it ,o sa¡ b.for. there were creeks or Greece' It is perhaps fitting

iirui'-itt.r.,, i^ uit rthe-Greeks stopped sacrificing cattle to the Olympian

ffi;;h; have fled ãrl,t 
'.'ot 

li'itni"g, that we should recognize the

ii-ïi"ri, b.i*..n tt.r-u"' and cattle that was a constant presence in

Greek culture.

CHAPTER 2

The Paradoxes of Pastoralism

Bestialit¡ ut'd itt p'i"tiple of uncertainty' must be killed

in animals'

-Jean 
Baudrillardl

DorøpsrrcRtro¡¡

The various pastoral regimes practiced by the Greeks were made possible

üy ,n. -".r, earlier doäerti.ation of cattle. This resulted not only in a

steady supply of pro,.i,tiot tht p""ot-nlist but also helped give pastoral

socieries a distinctive r;;;;, the äustodial care of the herd, the ritualized

treatment of brrtchery,-,ti ltuU"t"te use of cattle as measures of wealth'

and the central i-po.,å"tt of cattle in the rich imagination of pastoral

i.;pü ; a[ eviåence of the profound impact of domestication on

human societies. In order to understand the signifrcance-of these.practices

to the Greeks it is worth examining the phenomenon of domestication in

g.äJ"i"if. Fa, f.om t"i"g " 'iäplt 
,,'uner of human domination of

the wild, domesticatio.t, we sËall "t, 
*"' a complex-set of processes that

Àung.ih"-an societies as profoundly as it changed the species that un-

derwent domestication.
The earliest do-.rti."ttd species was the dog and the domestication of

."tti. fi.rt occurred u,o""d tire middle of the seventh millennium BC in

the Near East, although t"tt"t genetic studies have shown that there

*-. p.tU"Uly'ut l.n,iih"t "p"ätt 
domestication events in Africa' Eu-

;;ì;,';;d Arl".' th. earliest reliably dated evidence comes from Ras

¡h;;t", in northern Syria, and from Gritille andlF..ayaz in Turkey' At Ras

¡;;t;; for example, ih. átpo'lt' of large auroch bones (åos primigenius)

"r" 
g."á""ffy ."piu..d by tñor. of sm"ll.r domesticated cattle (bos tau-

;r;rl"r,Ai"s.u.rgnt o,t'quickl¡ and th9 
practice reached Greece by no

later than 6300 BC, ", 
tt"-uttt-und their cattle moved westward along

the Mediterranean .ou't'' At this time the bones of domesticated sheep'

soats. and cattle all make their appearance in the archaeological record

ïü;# ü"äil ì" in"""rv'o'ih' do-"tication of cattle was itself

;;iy ;"" in thã r"ri$ of tofnplt" changes known collectively and some-

whatmisleadinglyas..thedomesticationofplantsandanimals''or..the
Neolithic Revolution"' Both phrases elide a number of separate but re-
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lated processes that unfolded over thousands of years. There was consid-

erable variation in the impetus behind each and in the effects of these

domestications, and it is important to understand the distinctive features

of cattle domestication since the symbiosis between humans and cattle

established pâtterns and practices that remained profoundly influential in

Greek culture.
Earlier definitions of domestication emphasized the morphological dif-

ferences between domesticated and wild breeds. According to this ap-

proach, sometimes referred to as the osteological definition, animals un-

ãergoing domestication displayed a physical divergence from their wild
ancestors that could be identified in the archaeological record. Domesti-
cated pigs, for example, can be distinguished by a smaller lower wisdom
tooth (M3) than that of wild boar. Another significant marker is bone

size: the earliest domesticated sheep, goats, and catúe are all smaller than

their wild ancestors. The Neolithic auroch, ancestor of domesticated cat-

tle, often stood 1.55 m at the withers, but its domesticated descendants

in the late Neolithic and Bronze Ages rarely exceeded L.22 and 1'.23 m,

respectively. Empiricall¡ the identification of domesticated species by os-

teological a.ralyiis remains a valuable tool in charting the shift from

hunter-gatherer societies to pastoral or mixed pastoral-farming communi-

ties, but the phenomenon of domestication is now recognized as more

complex than simple morphological changes in the species concerned. Do-
mestication is signaled by such changes, but not defined by them.s

Beginning in the 1.960s, studies of domestication shifted to cultural
definitions, emphasizing human involvement in the process, with particu-
lar attention to breeding and exploitation.6 As researchers have come to
appreciate the complexity of domestication, definitions have grown more

complicated. For example, one researcher proposed the following criteria
for domestication:

1. Humans must have a recognized need or desire that can be satisfied

by controlling and breeding the animals.
2. Humans must control the population of the animals in question to

the extent needed to satisfy this need or desire.

3. Humans must nurture and protect the animals concerned.

4. Humans must be involved in directing the breeding of the animals

concerned through selection.T

The domestication of cattle fits these conditions well. Cattle provide

2,360 callkg, and so from a nutritional point of view are highly desirable.8

There has been speculation that animals were first domesticated for their
milk products and that meat production came later, but the evidence for
this is at best inconclusive.e In any case' optimality models derived from
the study of omnivorous primates and hominids suggest that our dietary
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preferences had already evolved toward animal matter.l0 Prior to domesti-
cation, hunting was the only way to satisfy the human inclination to carni-
vory, a high-yield food practice to which early hominids nray have been
genetically inclined, if, as has been suggested, rneat-adaptive genes were
linked to longer life spans and brdin development.rl A single Thomson,s
gazelle yields the equivalent of 300 figs worth of energ¡ 2,000 figs of
protein, and 666 figs of fat.12 But carnivory based on hunting is unreliable:
figs are easier to catch than a gazelle. Accordingl¡ the domestication of
animals for food went along with the domestication of plants and the
beginnings of agriculture. As the shift to sedenrary agriculrure raised the
proportion of carbohydrates in the Neolithic diet, finding a steady source
of animal protein became even more desirable, since the shift to a cereal-
based diet brings with it a host of health problems, including an increase
in osteomalacia and porotic hyperostosis. A diet too high in cereals can
lead to deficiencies in lysine and tyrosine as well as riboflavine and nia-
cine, and has been linked to increases in child mortality rates.13 Breeding
cattle, as opposed to hunting, therefore brought two benefits: access to a
steady supply of animal protein and a corrective to the imbalance of a
cereal-based diet. From an alimentary point of vier.v, then, pastoralism fits
the first condition listed above, fulfilling a human need for a reliable
source of protein. similarl¡ the other criteria listed describe our relarion-
ship with domesticated cattle weli: it is easier to protect, breed, and cull
a herd than to hunt successfully; and we are capable of forming attach-
ments to large mammals and their offspring.

Definitions that emphasize exploitation, breeding, and nurturing are
also appealing because they fit with our recent experience of animal hus-
bandry. Since the eighteenth century European husbandry has been de-
voted to highly controlled breeding. Robert Bakewell (1725-95) pio-
neered the bioengineering of specific traits in cattle. He accomplished this
by ruthlessly inbreeding the herd on his Leicestershire farm, culling any
animals that did not contribute to his scheme, thanks to which the long-
boned, lean cattle of his day gave way to shorter, thicker, fatter, and meat-
ier animals. Such was his impact that between 1710 and 179 5 the average
weight of beef cattle at the Smithfield market rose from 310 pounds to
800 pounds. The cattle husbandry familiar today is a system essenrially
created by Bakewell.la \(/ithout him the modern industrial farm, with bat-
teries of hens and hundreds of pigs confined to narrow pens, would be
unimaginable. After Bakewell the growth of railroad networks contrib-
uted to the development of markets and increased the pressure on pasto-
ralists to produce animals that would bring a greater return at market.15
Such programs did not exisr in the Greek world, of course, although the
marked increase in the size of domesticated animals in the provinces of
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the Roman empire has led to the suggestion that animals were being delib-

erately bred up.16

The breeding that occurred in the early stages of domestication, how-

ever, was of a very different sort. The 20 percent diminution of cattle size

in relation to wild aurochs that took place between 6500 and 1500 BC

shows that Neolithic herders were hardly trying to increase the size of
their animals.lT Of greater concefn to them was that their cattle should be

tractable and docile. It is a pleasant conceit to imagine Neolithic herders

breeding for temperament in the way that modern breeders try to improve

milk yield, but the two approaches are quite different. The modern
breeder actively chooses which animals will reproduce on the basis of
desirable qualities that they exhibit (hardiness, leanness, fertility, and so

forth). But traditional herders, like the Lapps who live by herding rein-
deer, do the opposite. They are not intentionally breeding for docilit¡ but
protecting the herd from aggression, which they limit by castrating most
of the males of the herd.18 At first glance the results seem the same: human
intervention alters the gene pool in favor of desired characteristics, either
selecting for desired qualities or selecting against undesirable ones. But,
in fact, selecting against aggression goes hand in hand with a response to
domestication from the animals themselves: domesticated species tend to
display neoteny, the characteristics typical of the young and adolescent of
the species.le This may include smaller overall size, and larger head-to-
body ratio. It was certainly easier for humans to develop feelings of at-

tachment toward animals that appealed to the human capacrty to nurture
the young, but it is unimaginable that these crucial mutations were inten-
tionally planned by Neolithic herders. In any case, the phenomenon is not
confined to large animals domesticated for food, such as sheep, goats, and

cattle. Cats, dogs, rabbits, and pigs all exhibit this inclination toward
neoteny, as if in giving up their wildness they became not only tame but
infantile. Compared to their wild relations, domesticated animals are less

war¡ less flightg less aggressive. Since this phenomenon is so widespread
among domesticated species, it is highly unlikely that it is the result of
intentional breeding in each case. Instead, it points once again to the sym-
biotic nature of domestication. Both humans and animals contributed to
the domestication of the species.20

Definitions of domestication, then, are apt to reflect unwittingly mod-
ern systems of husbandr¡ viewing the relationship as entirely one-sided:
humans are solely in charge and animals are commodities to be manipu-
lated.21 Consicler, for example, Achilles Gautier's 1'990 defrnition of do-
mestication: "the process whereby wild animals through various forms of
cultural control acquire domestic traits which allow humans to exploit
thcm."22 Here "cultural control" is another way of saying that humans
set the conditions, animals respond, and humans then exploit them. As
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in all these definitions and reconstructions, it is the animals that change.

The constant element is the agent of these changes: borno domesticans.

By focusing on exploitation such definitions fail to take into account the

symbiotic nature of domestication, and run the risk of underestimating
the impact of domestication on húmans. It is a relationship in which hu-
mans do not exert complete power.

A more nuanced approach would see humans as participants in a

broader process, both effecting and affected by changes. Instead of assum-

ing an inevitable progression from hunting to agriculture, one might ex-
plore domestication in terms of the impact of sedentarism on Neolithic
humans. A number of French scholars have suggested that the move to
settled farming set in train a shift in the relationship between humans and
nature. No longer wholly integrated into the natural world, the people of
the Neolithic, according to Jacques Cauvin and Daniel Helmer, experi-
enced a degree of disengagement from nature. Since "nature" does not
exist except insofar as we perceive it, this disengagement consisted of
reimagining the place of humans in the natural world.23 This resulted in
a fascination with the human form, which was now invested with a special
force. In the Neolithic, humans become aware that they are distinct from
the natural world around them; they come to appreciate their "personal
phylum." Divorced from nature, they appear on a higher plain, which
permits them to develop a new conception of their place vis-à-vis animals.
In this interpretation of the Neolithic, man is no longer the constant, un-
changing agent, inexorably extending his sway over the beasts. Instead,
domestication can only come about after the Neolithic has witnessed a

dramatic shift in human consciousness. According to Cauvin, domestica-
tion depended upon humans forming a conception of their place in na-
ture. Cauvin refers to the changes that occurred just before domestication
as "the revolution of symbols," and recent work has demonstrated that
there was an explosion in animal symbolism in the ancient Near East
immediately prior to the domestication of animals.2a Furthermore, al-
though many of these figural representations of animals, such as foxes
and vultures, disappear after 7500 BC, the one pair that persists is that
of the human female and the bull, suggesting that the two were integrated
into a complex symbolic system of life and death that set the stage for
domestication. "Neolithicízatlon" includes not only empirical changes,

but affective changes as humans became separate from (and eventually
superior to) the rest of the natural world.

A similar approach has recently been taken by Ian Hodder, who argues

that domestication occasioned a split between two realms: the domus,the
world of the household and the accumulation of wealth based on the
mastery of nature, and the agrios, the world of the wild, evoked by hunt-
ing and feasting.2s Hodder's study concentrates on Europe and the archae-
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ological record of potter¡ burials, and figurines, but his system can be

moie broadly applied. One could compare the hunters of Lascaux' who

were in awe of thè ferocity of the wild animals they encountered, and who

were entirely embedded in nature, with a later world inhabited by keepers

of sheep, like Abel, and tillers of the ground, like Cain, who could imagine

that they had been given dominion over every living thing that moveth

upon the earth (Gen. 1.28 and 4.3). No longer in nature but above it,

they are witnesses to the full break with the natural world that comes

with domestication.

Hp,nos RNo Hu¡vreNs

By the beginning of the seventh millennium BC' only dogs had been habit-

uated to human compan% as attested at Natoufian sites such as Hatoula
and Mureybet.26 At around the same time, circa 1'2,000 BP, burials at two
sites in Israel point to the beginning of our special relationship with dogs:

at Mallaha, a puppy was buried under the right arm of a human skeleton,

while at Hayonim two dogs were buried between two humans with a

third human placed on top.27 By no later than 6000 BC, however, first

sheep and goats and then cattle had begun the transformation of human

societies, making it possible for the people of the Neolithic to practice a

mixture of farming and herding, and in some places to rely almost exclu-

sively on herding.
FIow were humans equipped to handle the challenge of becoming herd-

ers? Our nearest dealings with large animals had been as hunters, and it
is tempting to see herding as an extension of hunting. To kill a large ani-

mal is also to dominate the animal, while the herder exefcises control over

an entire herd and will eventually kill at least some of them. Two aspects

of hunting remained central to the relationship between humans and cat-

tle after domestication. From at least as early as Paleolithic times humans

connecred animals with death and the afterlife. The hunt was the earliest

human activity to acquire symbolic force. From the paintings of Lascaux'

which depict hunters killing and being killed by bison, to the cult cham-

bers of Çatal Höytik, adorned with plastered bucrania, prehistoric people

dwelt on the profound significance of killing large animals' The exact

meaning of these depictions is irrecoverable' but their symbolic power is

undeniable. Through the hunt, elk, deer, bison, and auroch became our
companions in confrontations with death, theirs or ours. This is especially

notable in Neolithic Sudan and Nubia, areas of dynamic change where

many human communities clustered around the temporary lakes west of
the Upper Nile, increasing the proximity of humans and cattle and fa-

voring domestication.2s In many cases bucrania were placed strategically
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in burials, while in other cases hundreds of bucrania were used to mark
the approaches to elite burials.2e

The second legacy of hunting is more troubling: a proclivity for vio-
lence. The millennium of great domestications is bracketed by a notable
increase in the levels of violence r,Ç'ithin human society. There are earlier
possible cases of murder, such as at Krapina in Croatia, but these remain
ambiguous.30 By 10,000 BC, however, clear evidence emerges of episodes
of violence beyond anything previously witnessed. At Djebel Sahaba in
Sudan, fifty-nine subjects were massacred and buried.31 Another massacre
took place around 5000 BC in Tallheim, German¡ involving thirty,four
individuals. Their skeletons reveal they had been bearen and often
wounded, with trauma to limbs and head, and in most cases their crani-
ums had been smashed in a coup de grace.32 This increase in violence
toward other humans first arose among hunter groups, but will have been
fueled by the surpluses rhat firsr appeared among Neolithic cultivators
and pastoralists. Both had stores of food, making them an attractive
target for raids. At the same time, rhe differentiation into differenr rypes
of social groups-farmers, herders, and those who continued as hunter-
gatherers-meant that sedentary cultivators were tied to their fields and
vulnerable to attack. Like prey around their water holes, they invited the
attention of human predators.

So profound was the differentiation of human societies into pastoral
and non-pastoral types that it established a recurring pattern of conflict
between the two. Those cultures, like that of early Israel, that identified
with the pastoral ethos favored Abel, the shepherd, over Cain, the cultiva-
tor.'SØhy else is Abel's offering pleasing to the Lord and Cain's not? Even
as Israel evolved into a complex state it retained a strong identification
with pastoralism as normative: the patriarchs are, above all, herders. In
the desert they are safe, while Sodom, Gomorrah, and Babel-cities are
the culmination of sedentarism-are loci of evtl.33 The hold of pastoralism
is equally strong in Zoroastrianism. In the Auesta, for example, Ahura
Mazda states that his second name is "Flerd-Giver," while the faithful
pray "to Mithra of wide cattle pastures, whose word is true."34 On the
other hand, in communities that chose to identify primarily as cultivators,
the cultivated field stood for order, perpetually under threat from raiders
unattached to the land. The earliest collection of Japanese myths, the Nl-
hongi, for example, tells of an impetuous raid by Susano-o, the storm
kami, who defecates in the well-tended rice paddies of his sister Amare-
rasu before hurling a flayed pony into her weaving hall.3s \Øeaving and
cultivation here stand for productive order, while uncontrolled aggression
is a nomad on horseback. The Romans, whose empire spanned the Medi-
terranean but was identified with a cit¡ looked ar rhe Corsicans who lived
as shepherds in the mountains and saw only brigands and savages, "in
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whom is manifested the nature of wild beasts."36 Another imperial voice
echoes the same sentiments. Edmund Spenser explained the Englishman's
superiority to the Irish simply in these terms: the latter were pastoralists.
Spenser observed, "Loke into all Countries that live in suche sorte by
kepinge of Cattle and you shall finde that they are bothe verie Barbarians
and uncivill, and allsoe greatlye given to warr. "37 The revenge of the pasto-
ralists is to embrace their reputation for lawlessness. Among the Koutsov-
lachs ofnorthern Greece being herders and being kleftes (thieves) go hand
in hand.38 Perhaps the first thinker to try ro reconcile nomadism and sed-
entary civilization was Ibn Khaldun. He characterized the pastoral Arabs
as rough, impatient of authorit¡ and hostile to sedentary civilization: "As
a result of their mode of living, their very presence is inimical to the exis-
tence of buildings, which are the very foundation of civilization."3e But
he also regarded cities as lacking the quality of social cohesion, asabiyøb,
that was found in tribal societies. In the Arab conquest of the Mahgreb
the two would merge. As Ernest Gellner puts it, for Ibn Khaldun, "eco-
nomicall¡ the tribe needs the city: politicall¡ the city needs the tribe."a0

The roots of this division of human societies into different types lie in
the Neolithic, and the domestication of cattle is only one piece in the
rich mosaic of Neolithic life, yet it was a crucial one. 

'!íhile hunting had
established some patterns for the ways humans would look upon large
animals (as, for example, sources of protein, spirit guides, or potential
killers), in this period the emergence of herding had a special role in shap-
ing key ideas and values that remained fundamental to human societies
throughout the eastern Mediterranean. Quite simpl¡ herds require man-
agement. An examination of fwo societies that are focused on cattle-
breeding reveals surprising similarities between them and the culture of
classical Greece, similarities that help to explain fearures of the Classical
world that are frequently overlooked.

Pesroner Socrptrss

The present- day DafIa (or Nishi) people of easre¡n Bhutan and Arunachal
Pradesh are a society consisting of autonomous longhouses loosely orga-
nized into villages, each longhouse consisting of up to twenty relatives.
Until recently they lived primarily as herders.al In traditional Dafla sociery
there were few permanent possessions, no concept of individually owned
land, and family groups changed their houses every two or three years.
Dafla culture revolved entirely around raising catrle, both zebu (bos indi-
cus) anð, the even more valuable mithan (bos frontalzs), a long-horned
animal with a pronounced dorsal ridge that was preferred for sacrifice.a2
The domestic mithan is believed to be descended from the wild gaur
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Figure 2.1 Indian gaur (bos gaurus), wild cousin of the mithan. photo credit:Elephas Creations-Nrtor. & løildliie photography Solutions.

(Fig' 2'1).a3 The horns of the mithan served no practical purpose in Daflasocietv bur were used fo¡ dispray; hung on thi port, oi üi"tÇnourr,
they were the visible record of thå achieiemenr and wearth of theïeading
men. one nineteenth-century observer claimed that the mithan-was thecornefstone of Dafla rife.aa Mithan herds were the final -."rur. of *.utth,but it was a wealth that circurated in elaborate ways through Dafla cur-ture. Mithan were also.used as a way of carrying on trade äirf, ,t . epu
}"tlu ^sedenrary 

people with whom the Dafra È'ud .*t"r,riu.-iruã. ,i.r.The.Dafla exchanged their mithan for prestige items such as Tibetan beils.
The mithan was also at rhe hearr of u ..irtr"l institution in Dafla rife:raiding. These raids were ofren aimed at the same Apa Tani with whom

the Dafla traded. Raiders wenr in search of mithan . .urrf àff, oînrr-"r,
captives whom they held for ransom. These raids *.r. áfr.., se;led byarbitrarion, wirh, once again, rhe cattle at the heart 

"f ,h;;;r;;;.ir or.
case fifteen mithan were traded for seven men and women. ír, ujiiriorr roserving as both the object and means of viorent and semiviorent exlhange,the mithan was also the mechanism for cementing peaceful ties. They
yer: g.rven as bride price by the groom, and ,eturrred-as marriage gift by
the father-in-law. They were rhe ob¡".t, of .r"u.r"r. girì.;iîlr*"*,t 

"il.¿øapos, desrgned to rncrease prestige and the ties between leading individu-
als' In the dapo ceremony ih. ."".h"rrge of mithan .""¡iirrt.ã 

" 
p"* ,r
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nonaggression between families. A similar institution among the

neighbouring Aka people consisted of a highly ritualized set of guest vis-

its, called thumonø, that recall the conventi ons of xenia. The mithan was

the preferred gift exchanged to cement the alliance'

Mithun ,".iifi."t long remained central to the religious life of the tradi-

tional societies of the eastern Himalayas, despite the presence of Hindu-

ism, Buddhism, and Christianity, religions all more or less hostile to the

value placed on the mithan. At sacrifice time, special care is taken to trick

the gods so thar they will not be offended by the sacrifice of a mithan.

Sometimes the ritual of sacrifice is prolonged over five days, with the ani-

mal being harrassed, attacked, wounded, and tortured so that its spirit

will be toã exhausted to seek vengeance on its attackers.a5 The cosmology

in operation here resonates for anyone familiar with the story of Prome-

theus, who stole fire from heaven and attempted to placateZeus with a

trick. sacrificing a bull, he burned the animal's long thighbone wrapped

in sweet-smelling fat, but kept the meat for humankind. In both episodes'

Greek andDafla,humans are the nutritional winners, and in both systems

catle have a special place mediating between the human and the divine'

In both the act of sacrifice arises from a particular milieu, the raising of
cattle. In fact, the consumption of the meat after sacrifice is the culmina-

tion of the entire scheme.

The reason for recounting these details should be clear to any reader

who recognizes in the Dafla a community resembling Odysseus' Ithaca:

a society of households that lived by raiding, practiced the conspicuous

consumption of meat, and exchanged cattle as a pârt of a broader trade

system in which gifts, honor, and women were also commodities. FIomer's

world shows all the hallmarks of a stock-raising society. 'SØe shall return
to this theme in the following chapter, but the similarity of Dafla life to
the heroic world of the Greeks suggests that the Greek conception of
wealth was heavily influenced by the distinctive ways that wealth is con-

strued in a herding culture. In the case of cattle wealth the most desirable

commodity is itself active and alive; as the herd grows' wealth produces

itself. It cannot be passively stored, like money in a bank, because para-

doxically it must diminish even as it grows. Cattle get sick, and even the

most healthy must eventually die. So there is an imperative to use this
wealth, to put it into circulation before it is lost or consumed' It follows,
therefore, that cattle wealth favors a range of complementary human in-

stitutions: bride price, gift exchange, and raiding are all integral parts of
a cattle culture. They are social institutions that are) so to speak' cattle
driven. Cattle are the ultimate measure of wealth in a society that lives

exclusively on cattle, but the association is so deeply rooted that the habits
of the herder do not pass away after cattle cease to be the major source
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of wealth. The experience of herding lurks in the recesses of cultural mem_
ory,_continuing to inform the habitus of societies as they chanse.

This is nor ro say that there is a universal type of ;rr'rr;"ì .3liery, norwould I wanr to shoehorn the G;eeks into tirìs catËgorf ðntti.-r"rrirrg
societies var¡ but it is the communaliries they ,hu.årrâ tÀ. .orrtr.r.r.a
influence of cattle in their values and institutions that makes them a varu_
able guide to Greek society.a6 consider, for example, the Bahima ãf ,orrth-
ern uganda, whose cattle habits also point toward a cattle icliom shared
by early Greek culture. Like the Dafla, the Bahima ."p1";;;rd. ,rot o.rlyfor.their products, but as the medium for significanì social exchanges,
both peaceful (gift giving) and violent (raidin[). nii.- 

"r 
p"*;;; urrrorrg

the Bahima are marked with cattle-focus.d ceremonies. Aithe a"ge of fourmonths, for example, a boy is placed on a cow,s back with 
" 

bö arro-,and rope. He is said to be "put down on u r"*; linr-ìåË*i),ø, 
"*1.svmbolicall¡ his life as.a man has begun as h. t"kàs ;; ,Á;;pons ofthe hunter and the tools of the herdãr. rut., h. *itiä-,,'" ¿t rr at aceremony in which the couple spit milk ar each other. The i.rrtãr,.., ofcattle-based activities, rituals, anà insritutions goes on indefinitely: recita_tions of ca*le names while praising them (okiganbe'nr"i, ãirìriåg *"r.

as gifts (empaano) in order to estabrish ...ipro."l relations (irembo), giv-
ing. cattle. as compensatio n (empongano¡, and a whole .t"rr' oi *ãr¿, ¿._
scribing the.various proceduresassãciated with marriag., u.gi.rrrirrg *iti,
the brideprice paid bv the groom (enjugano).at Similarli åÃrig iir. r¿""-
sai, marriage and the distribution of cãttle u.. .'d.rrtãod to fo hurrd i'
h.and. "Marriager" as one recent commentator notes, ,,dictates 

the owner-
ship of cattle."as

, one particularly revealing feature of east African cattle cultures is that
language often reflects a distinctive epistemology characterisri.-oi p"r,o-ral societies: the language of the Bairima, Runyankore, shows that thepastoralist experiences. the worrd through cattlå. cattl. ,.. .nr.gorir"a
in terms of their breeding sratus. Thus, Ìor example, herds are -?d. upindividual ca*le such as ekyoota, a heifer approaching maturity; eki-
bønga, a heifer marure bur nor yr:t ,eady f", -"ri"g; ;';ri-;;;;," u r"*that is being mated; and ejigija. a cow ihat has ."tî.¿ orr... Th.r. ur.
clearly good statuses. on the other hand, an embererais a barren heifer,and an ekicura is a cow too old to b.a, calves. In this .,ro."U,rt"ry *.
encounter an entire life cycle conceptualized in terms of the animal,s abil-ity to bear offspring. Of course hunters, too, were capable of seeing
whether rhey were hunting a male o, fe-ále animal, and whether it wasyoung or old, but in herding the herder does not merely encounter an
animal, but must manipulate an entire herd according,o ,h.r. c"tegori.s.
k is this close engagement with the animal, necessaril"y a part of the'pnrro_
ralist's control of the herd, that distinguishes the ."tttá .oïpi.lj.p..m.,
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referential, transferable from animal herd to human society-from the

more genefal lesson of classification that the hunter learns by observation
of the animal world. In an essay on animal totemism Claude Lévi-Strauss

famously labeled animals "goods to think with" and claimed that the

observation of their differences offered "conceptual support for social

differentiation."4e Pastoralism took this process one step further, creating
in the domesticated herd a model of one type of human society. It is hard

to imagine that pastoralists could employ categories such as entsigasi, a

virile young bull, and engundu,a mature bull who can mount cows' solely

with respect to their herd and not apply them, at some level' to human
society as well.

Pastoralism favors a view of the world in which a good deal of human
activity is focused on the animal. The Bahima, for example, take exquisite
care to note the color of each animal, as well as any impurities or distin-
guishing features, and the animal's ancestry.s0 These are expressed in the
animals' names and woven into elaborate bovine genealogies, the subject
of heroic song recounting the beauty of the cattle (ebirahiro). Another
genre, ebyeuugo, comprises accounts of cattle raids in which descriptions
of the cattle again figure prominently.sl Taboos based on these color-
coded genealogies also dictate who can feast on which animals. At every
stage cattle shape Bahima culture.

Even for philosophers the domesticated animal stimulates reflections
on human society. To get the best hunting dogs or fighting cocks, asks

Socrates, do you breed them indiscriminately or from the best? And simi-
larl¡ to get the best horses and other animals, don't you use animals in
their prime? In the ideal republic, he concludes, we should apply the same

principles to breeding humans.52 Eugenics is the bastard child of domesti-
cation. Even more than Plato, Aristotle uses our contact with domesti-
cated animals as a way to understand human relations: "The use which
is made of the slave differs but little from the use made of tame animals;
both he and they supply their owner with bodily help in meeting his daily
requirements. "53 In the same passage, the infamous justification of slaver¡
Aristotle applies the same teleology to domesticated animals and slaves.
Both are ruled by free men, and thereby become useful to society. As ever,

Euripides can be relied on to subvert convention.'$íomen would be better
off as cattle, he has Medea bitterly remark. At least cattle don't pay for
their servitude, whereas women must have a dowry as "a down payment
on marriage," after which they are owned by their husbands.sa

'SØhich came first? Is the domesticated herd modeled on human society
or is it the model for human society? Among the Bhutanese Ao people,
humans and their cattle are believed to share parts of multiple souls. One
of these souls is the "celestial mithan." Each man's fate dwells in the sky,

and it comprises three souls. One of these is incarnated in a particular
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mithan living here on earrh. Accordingl¡ human beings are really made
up of eight parts, half earthl¡ half celãsiial, ioined byih. cattle that are
the _most tangible link between one realm and the oth&. Among the
Dinka, cattle are especially esteemed because it is believed that humans
imitate them.ss The same notion, át least expressed metaphoricail¡ can
be glimpsed in Philostratos' condemnation o? Kritias fo, m"kìrrg ar, 

"lri-ance with sparta and helping "the monstrous design of spartaio make
Attica look like a mere pasrure for sheep by emptying her of her human
!.r9."" An early Dut-ch anthropologist-in Aceh noteã th"t local people
designated a ,"captain" in each herd, an animal distinguished bf it, .olo.
or size, and believed to safeguard the vital spirit of all the animals in the
herd, just as the chief was seen as the soul åf the vilrage.rr simii", id.a,
wefe expfessed among the Thonga: "The chief is the Iand . . . he is the
bull. ... \Tithout him the cows iemain infertile."s8 The fai.inf of bull
and chief works particularly well in epic settings, as is illustru,ãd by 

"r,episode in the Táin:

"That is a fine heifer going b¡" said Noisiu. Derdriu replied, .,Indeed
it is' for the heifers grow big where there are no bulrs." Knowing she
must be the famed Derdriu and therefore Conchobor,, prop..tj,, h.
warily retorted, "Sure you have the buil of the province'ro äll yo,rr-
self, the King of ulsrer." But she faced him ,q,rã.. on and said ,, A
hoary old animal! I'd rather have a gn-. yo.r.rg bull like you.,, (Táin
Bó Cúailnge 11, rrans. Kinsella)ie

The same attitude is reflected in the Greek term agelarcåás, meaning either
the leader of a herd, or the captain of a compa*ny.ro U.idirrg .r"ãr., u'
imaginative space in which homo sapiens can see a sociery tãking shape
under human conrrol.Jhe herder maps ideas about sociá o.gurr"irutio'
onto pliant subjects. The herder is no hunter; he does not"stalk the
cow in order ro fall upon it suddenly and kill it. Instead he warches over
ekyanya, all the young calves still suckling, and he entices the cow to be
milked (okubarabaisø), he srimulares the cow to help it become pregnanr
(okuhagirana), somerimes having ro rravel long distançes for .riater for
his cattle (okubanganga), taking them to p"rtr.. (oÞwseetura), and mak_
ing sure that each one gets a rurn at the watering hore qokr'hlndø¡.1h,
Runyankore glossary is replete with labels uppri.d to the catrle, and
verbs describing the actions of humans with respect to those cattle. Even
Bahima counting revolves around the experience of herding: their decimal
system rrses engundi for ten and eigana for one hundred, from a typical
herd of one hundred cows, but engundi ikumi (ten buils) means one rhou-
sand because ten bulls will each have a herd of one hundred cows. pasto-
ralism favors categorical thinking and demands a range of specialized
activities that all arise from our murual dependence bui are directed by
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the herder. It is also an experience that allows the pastoralist to distin-
guish, modo grosso) between the tame and the wild. In the Book of Enoch
the descendants of Adam, such as Abraham and Isaac' are bulls, while
the gentile descendants of Noah are, David Halperin and Gordon Newby
note, "wild beasts and birds of prey."61

SRcnrrrcB

Cattle, then, are important not only as a very particular type of wealth,
but as the focal point for a complex set of human behaviors and values

arising from the experience of stock raising. Domesticated cattle elicit a

specific set of responses from their human herders, and this forces the
herders to adapt to the new relationship by becoming nurturers and man-
agers. In doing so humans manipulate the herd, exerting a control over it
that helps both humans and cattle to thrive.62 Since cows are capable of
repaying the herder's attention by giving milk year aÍter year, the close
relationship between humans and cattle often expresses itself in a deep
resistance to killing the animals in any setting other than sacrifice. An
African example, once again, makes the point neatly. In the 1850s the
Xhosa people were struck by two calamities: military defeat at the hands
of the British and an outbreak of lung sickness among their cattle. These
blows fed a millenarian movement that centered on a young Xhosa girl
who prophesied that the dead were about to arise and that they were
bringing with them glorious new herds of cattle. In the meantime, she

claimed, the Xhosa were required to slaughter whatever animals they
owned. In the space of two years, over 400,000 head of cattle were slaugh-
tered, but many Xhosa resisted, appalled at the notion of killing their
animals. 'When one mân was urged to do so he replied that he would
rather kill his father than kill his cattle.63 At the farthest extreme is the
elevation of the herd animals to the level of friends and confidants. !íhen
the Cyclops, who milks his sheep and eats only human flesh, has been
blinded by Odysseus, he addresses the lead ram as follows:

My poor ram, why are you leaving the cave
Last of all? . . . Are you sad
About your master's eye? A bad man blinded ñ€, . . .

Noman-but he's not out of trouble yet!
If only you understood and could talk,
You could tell me where he's hiding. . . .

(Homer, O d. 9. 445-45 5, trans. Lombardo)
'Sühen cattle are raised primarily for meat consumption, the very ties

that bind pastoralists to their animals become a hindrance. Furthermore,
slaughtering cattle for meat reduces the overall size of the herd that the
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herder has worked hard to increase, so that our desire for meat, in nutri-
tional terms an efficient way of getting protein, can only be satisfied by
diminishing the herd. In modern cattle systems, these conttadictory pres-
sures are balanced by routinely slaughtering year-old bull calves, iince
the herd does not need an equal nûmber of bulls and cows to reproduce
successfully. This probably explains the preference for slaughtering bulls
in ancient cultures, as well: it was a mechanism for the orderly culling of
the herd, applying the same concept of herd management to the killing of
animals as to their breeding. The Greeks, however, like many other an-
cient societies, did not simply butcher animals in response to utilitarian
forces of supply and demand. They sacrificed their animals. Butchery was
therefore conditioned by a particular kind of sacralized yiolence: ir was
conducted according to prescribed formulae in ritualized settings. It was
bound up with cosmological meaning, serving as a moment ol ,"ppor,
with the divine, and had very specific social outcomes, usually manifested
as a feast.6a In all these respects sacrifice constitutes a highly idiosyncratic
human institution, and the connection between this and pastoralism re-
mains a contested issue. At one extreme are those who have argued that
domestication took place precisely as a means of guaranteeing a supply
of animals suitable for sacrifice.65 At the other end of the spectrum are
those who have gone so far as to predict the death of sacrificeãs a concep-
tual categor¡ complaining that it is a grab bag of "elements taken from
here and there in the social fabric of societies."66 This is going too far: the
very ubiquity of the phenomenon demands that it be concepru alized in
the broadest possible terms.

Attempts to understand sacrifice as a general phenomenon fall into vari-
ous schools of thought, but two are of special significance with respect to
the question of domestication. \Øalter Burkert argues that the origins of
sacrificial ritual lie in the activities of bands of hunters, and accentuates
the ambivalence inherenr in the hunt. The hunters will slaughter a fellow
creature, and will take nourishment from its death. poorly equipped by
nature, with minimal strength, pathetic claws, and no fangs, we are not
natural predators. We have made ourselves into killers, and we profit
enormously from this traumatic act by increasing our supply of animal
protein. To cope with this paradox we have evolved an elaborate sacrifi-
cial system whereby the violence inherent in the act is sacralized and the
benefits a¡e shared in a feast.67 A second interpretation postulates a funda-
mental difference between hunting and sacrifice. \Øhile sacrifice resembles
hunting in that it involves the killing of an animal, sacrifice is conceived
as an offering. Hunting is predator¡ and the animal involved is stolen
from nature, not produced. Accordingly it cannot be offered. Further-
more, hunting is opportunistic and immediate, and the killing of a hunted
animal does not involve the temporal dimension implicit in sacrifice: we
offer a gift to the gods in the expectation of a future return of either
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bumper crops or increasing herds.68 Sacrifice thus involves us in a different
kind of contact and contract with the gods than does hunting' It is not
uncommon for discussions of the hunting origins of sacrifice to overlook
these distinctions. Nanno Marinatos' for example, in an otherwise in-
sightful essay contrasting Minoan and Greek sacrificial iconograph¡ in-
sists that the human-animal aggression depicted on Minoan seals and

frescoes parallels the aggression played out in sacrifice. Yet the scenes

depicting hur-rting that Marinatos adduces from Kato Syme, Vapheio, and

elsewhere mainly show goats, boars, and deer, while the Ayia Triada
sarcophagus and Malia sealing depicting sacrificial scenes clearly show
cattle trussed on the altar. Iconographicall¡ hunting and sacrifice are

distinctly differ ent.6e

The domestication of large comestible animals, we have seen, is a sym-
biosis. It alters the composition and nature of both species and herd, on
one side, and elicits a new set of behaviors and values on the other. The
cattle breeder is as artificially selected as is the cattle breed. If the cattle
have become smaller and more docile, the herder has had to become a

nurturer, fond of his cows, singing to them, searching for the lost sheep,

protecting the herd from wolves, and taking on the authority of the pack
leader. All these performances work to both sides' advantage: the cattle
are stabled in the cold weather, while the herd's impulse to reproduce is
skillfully managed so that more infants survive. The herder's patience
and attentiveness are rewarded with increase. In no part of this relation-
ship does the predatory nature of the hunt intrude, until, as usually hap-
pens, we decide to eat the animals we have raised. In some respects, eating
meat violates all the tendencies that make domestication possible and suc-

cessful. In the domesticated relationship, if animals have become our
young, we have become their parents, and this demands a change in the
business of killing animals, since killing a domesticated animal is tinged
with betrayal in ways that would never trouble a hunter. Little wonder
that in Greek, two of the words used to describe grazing animals could
also mean deception.T0 There is only the faintest echo of the hunt as the
sacrificial animal is asked to give its consent with a nod, recalling the
hunter's prayers that the animal will agree to give up its spirit, yet even
this may be a no more than a coincidence. The domesticated animal is
just as alive as its wild cousin, and the act of taking a life is as fraught
for the herder as the hunter, a fact recognized in Plutarch's famous obser-
vation: "They considered the sacrifice of living animals a very serious
matter, and even now people ate vety wary of killing an animal before a

drink-offering is poured over him and he shakes his head in assent."71 In
every other respect, however, the sacrificial kill is totally unlike the hunt.
The mischances and failures, punctuated by occasional success that char-
acteize the hunt give way to an awful certainty: the domesticated animal
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is sure to end up dead and consumed. The hunter's success depends
upon luck or the cooperation of the gods. In the case of some prey, such
as a boar or wild bull, the hunted animal may turn the ¡abies on rhe
hunter' The animal deserves respect for its strength. But the herder faces
no such reversals or upheavals. He has a power that far excels that of
the hunter, the power to decide exactly when the animar is' to die. Just as
he chooses to nurse the sick lamb, iust as he drags the exhausted cow out
of the mud, iust as he stays awake and clrives off th. wolves, just as he
determines when the bull will mount the coq so too he chooses'when the
sheep or goat or bull dies. He betrays his creatures and becomes a god. It
is not a coincidence that patriarchal pantheons arise in stock-brãeding
cultures. These gods mirror the profound power of the herder who has
acquired a more complete power to take life than even the most skillful
hunter. understandabl¡ then, plato defines piety as the human nurturing
of the gods in the same way that cattle farming is the nurturing of cattle.
Nor is it a coincidence rhat the fantasy of the animal who offeÃ itself for
sacrifice should be so widesp read.72 Such miracres absolve us and hide the
truth, namel¡ that cattle, gods, and humans are invorved in a bloody
ménage à trois.73 similarl¡ as Aristotle understood, the capacity of the
animal to move hints at its having a soul that directs th"t Àou.-.rrt, u
complication that will always make eating meat qualitatively different
from eating cabbage.Ta

The killing of domesticated animals, therefore, favors a sacralized treat-
ment that will conceal the betrayal that lies at the heart of their death.
The victims are washed, garlanded, and feted on the way to the altar, as
if being tricked, as Iphigeneia is tricked into believing she is about to
marry Achilles when in fact her imminent death is the result of treachery.
The knife used to cut the animal's throat is concealed in a basket, and the
animal is showered with grain so as to nod, and thereby assent to the
sacrifice' The act of eating meat is not itself the cause of much anxiet¡ as
the celebration following sacrifice makes clear. It is the way in which the
meat gets to the table that is disquieting. At a profound level, killing the
animals we have raised is an abuse of our power. sacrifice transforms our
brutality and duplicit¡ displacing it into the rearm of the holy where
power renders ethical concerns irrelevant. In sacrificial systems it is the
gods' abuse of power that we try to defend ourselves against, but it is our
abuse of power that underlies this very conceprion of divinity. similarl¡
sacrifice is often performed as if to expiate some guilt or to purge impurity,
whereas the actual guilt and impurity lie in the very sacrifiie itself, áoubiy
transformed into the animal and into the sanctification of the act of killing
it.75 The profound tension between trust and betrayal deepry embedded
within pastoralism is thereby channeled into an elaborate performance
hedged around with rituals. The frequent connection in Gieek cult be-
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tween the act of sacrifice and the flight from the altar oÍ an ax-wielding
character hints at the ambiguity at the heart of sacrificial business.Tø This

most characteristic of Greek institutions carries in it traces of the deep

ambivalence that was the Greeks' pastoral inheritance'

BpcorvlrNc HuueN

The dilemma of learning to kill the very animals we raised was incfeased

by the fact that domestication took place during the Neolithic period,

when the separation of human from Nature had only just begun' Animals
were still close; humans were not yet wholly separate from them, nor
superior. This is reflected in the archeology of Neolithic Europe, particu-
larly in bone assemblages and wall paintings. At Fontbregoua, a French
site occupied around 5000 BC, excavators found human and animal
bones showing similar signs of butchery, suggesting that the meat had
been scraped off both human and animal carcasses by flint knives. The
long bones of both had been smashed to allow the extraction of rich mar-
row, after which the bones were flung indiscriminately together into gar-

bage pits. The excavators of the site have no doubt that this is clear evi-

dence of cannibalism, but some scholars have preferred to explore the
mentality operating here: were humans being reduced to the level of ani-
mals, or were animals being elevated to the level of humans?i7 Either wa¡
there is no clear evidence of humans asserting a notion of distinctness,
much less of human superiority. Nor is this case unique. Similar deposits
have been reported atZauschwitz, where the long bones and skulls of six
humans, smashed to allow the extraction of brains and marrow, were
found in a heap of animal bones and household refuse; five individuals
were similady treated at Fronhofen in southern Germany; thirry-eight such

partial skeletons were found at Hohlestein in Baden-'líürttemburg. The
list goes on. These instances have forced a reappraisal of the often romantic
picture of Neolithic life and suggest that Neolithic societies in Europe expe-

rienced remarkable degrees of violence well before the rise of the state-

based civilizations of the Bronze Age. In Greece, too, the Neolithic has

been the subject of recent reevaluation, leading some scholars to see signs

of intercommunal warfare, perhaps fueled by competition over grazing
land.78 Some have taken the deposits in Northern Europe as evidence of
alimentary cannibalism, but of equal significance and greater certainty is

the evidence they offer for the relationship betvveen humans and large ani-
mals. It is so close that one cannot distinguish between the treatment of
one species and another. There is no hierarchy. They are equivalent.

In fact, the relationship between human and animal we can infer from
Paleolithic and Neolithic art would seem to be one in which humans ex-
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pressed awe in their encounters with the great animals they hunted. Hunt-
ers adorned sacred sites such as the Lascaux and Chauvet caves with depic-
tions of bison hunts, and it is sometimes the human who lies dead at the
feet of the huge animal. They created realistic reliefs of these animals in
clay and stone, such as the examples'from Le Tuc d'Audoubert. In many
cases the human and the animal merge, as in the example of the famous
"sorcerer" disguised as a stag from the Trois-Frè¡es cave in southern
France; such images surely represent attempts by humans to harness the
power of the animal.Te The recent discovery in Germany of the so-called
Lowenmensch, anívory figurine half human, half lion, dating to the Auri-
gnacian period (33,000 BP), supports the view that shamanism existed as
early as the Paleolithic.s' In the Neolithic this continued. This arr nor only
blends human and animal worlds, but often does so in a manner suggesting
a highly ritualized context for the meeting of the two. Even in instances
that are not explicitly shamanistic, important activities take place in the
presence of animals. At the Grotta di Romito in central Ital¡ two humans,
one an adolescent suffering from chondrodystrophic dwarfism, were care-
fully buried underneath three finely engraved aurochs.8l

In the Neolithic period, then, we witness the beginning of a transforma-
tion in the relationship between human and animal that will result in
complete rupture. Up to this time the relationship between humans and
large animals had been close. Shamanistic experiences elided the barrier
between species. Humans prayed to the animals and engaged in rituals in
which humans imitated animals and took on their powers, often no doubt
so that they could hunt them. Such was the animals' importance that
when Neolithic people depicted these hunrs rhe humans were anrlike in
stature compared to the gigantic stags, bulls, and boar around which the
humans swarmed. In the paintings from Çatal Hoytik, for example, the
hunters are insignificant in comparison to their prey.

Yet, from the seventh millennium on, human societies began to adapt
quickly to the domestication of the very beasrs they had formerly known
only through the hunt and through religious experience. In one sense,
pastoralists became even closer to the same species of large animals as
they raised their pigs, goats, sheep, ancl cattle. But they did so by insinuat-
ing themselves into the wild animal's life, taking control of it and crearing
a hybrid family of human and animal, the domestic herd, in which the
majestic power of the auroch was diminished into the meek dependence
of the cow. In manufacturing this odd creature the first pastoralists were
also creating a conundrum: we may hunt animals and tend crops, but
only large, domesticated animals require us to combine these operations.
They are, as it were, both cultivated like vegetables and slaughtered like
wild animals. The sacralization of violence that occurs in sacrifice is an
attempt to separate the nurturing features of herding, which make a feast
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possible, from the killing that is also necessary if we are to enjoy the fruits

ãf or' labors. Sacrifice, it has been noted, is an essentially communal act,

but the fact that societies unfamiliar with breeding do not pfactice sacri-

fice alerts us to its deeper significance: sacrifice resolves the paradox of

stock raising.t'For hunier-g"ih.r.rr, there is no such dilemma, and hence

there is .ro ,r..d to make t<ltting inro a sacred act. The religious systems

of indigenous Australians, for example, display extraordinary complexity

and su"btlet¡ but sacrifice simply hai no place in any Aboriginal religious

system, either conceptually oi operationally.s3 As hunter-gatherers' but

not pastoralists, they have no need for the practice or the concept'

Trre Sseoo\r oF THE BULL

A further complication in the already convoluted relationship between

humans and cattle arises from the fact that, of all comestible domesticates,

none except perhaps the pig has a wild cousin that can so powerfully
rhreaten human life. \Øild sheep and goats are bigger and more aggressive

than their domesticated cousins, no doubt, but only the wild bull has the

size and ferocity to match predators such as lions. Accordingl¡ for pasto-

ral societies, there looms close behind the domesticated cow a wild bull'
If the docile cow incarnates order, sustaining us and evoking a nurturing
response from us, as we help her to breed and to suckle, the wild bull is

heiopposite, the rampaging beast that threatens to bring chaos and undo

order. Cattle therefore embody a tension between ferocious and docile,

wild and domesticated, natural and civilized. As complex, stratified socie-

ties emerged in the Bronze Age, this symbolic ambiguity was especially

useful, since the development of agriculture had brought about a bifurca-

tion in religious systems: the earth as mother and sustainer of life was

complemented by the masculine power embodied in the bull.sa At the

samá time, the social structure conforming to this cosmology was centered

on kingship, often sacral, of which the bull was a potent symbol. Yet as

a symbol of royal power, it fesonates in ways that are quite different from

other royal animal symbols, such as lions and griffins. These beasts may

be majestic and magical, but the bull is different: it is not a predator, its

aggression toward humans is usually in defense of its herd, and it is clearly

related to a species that has been domesticated. Its wildness is therefore

not resrricted to the animal world of the wilderness; the bull stands at the

intersection of the wild with the domesticated, hinting at the incom-

pleteness of that process. These resonances are especially useful as com-

plex states take shape at the end of the Neolithic because they aid in the

articulation of kingly ideolog¡ by suggesting that the king as bull pos-

sesses a power as yet untamed and beyond the control of ordinary people.
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A benign leader may figure. himself as the good shepherd, but early kings
preferred a more intimidating profile.

The evidence for the bull's role in conveying messages abõut kingship
is generally fragmentary and disjointed, yet ,o .o--ãnplace are images
relating to the bull throughout the wbrld of the ancient ñear East thai it
is clear that the bull was critical ro the way the rulers of the first complex,
hierarchical states projected their power. For example, around 2zs0 BC
Naram-sin erected a stele celebrating his victories. At the apex he is
shown wearing a horned helmet as hstowers over his defeated-enemies.
since the horned helmet was commonly associated with deities, as in the
case of shamash giving his blessing ro Hammurabi's law .od. á, Ishtar,s
multihorned war helmet, Naram-sin's message is clear: part buil and part
divine, he is on a level above men. The clearest .xamplå we have of such
a bull-king is Gilgamesh. His epic has been read asirr investigation of
how Gilgamesh is socialized, but a more accurate reading *orrrã be how
the bull-king can be ramed.s5 Right from rhe ourser, Gilgãmesh surpasses
"all other kings, heroic in stature." He is the .,brave s.ån of uruk, wild
bull on the rampage. " This is not entirely a rhetorical flourish, since Gil-
gamesh's genealogy makes him the son of a goddess who is heiself a wild
cow He is called

\Øild bull of Lugalbanda, Gilgamesh, perfec in srrengrh,
suckling of the august ìØild-Cow, the goddess Ninsun.

(Epic of Gilgamesh, SB 1.35-36, trans. George)86

As well as being the child of Ninsun, the wird cow, he is also descended
from Lugalbanda, whom the god zangara calls "the wild bulr of the
mountains."87 Gilgamesh's bullishness fits his stature) a power so enor-
mous that it threatens the very city he rules. Gilgamesh ha, internalized
the destructiveness of the bull, which makes him not only supremely pow-
erful, but also reckless and essentially unconcerrr.d with'arryo.r. .1r..
There can be no social contracr with such a king:

Gilgamesh lers no son go [free] to his father.
Day and night he behaves with fierce arrogance,
[King] Gllgamesh, [who guides the numerous people,]
he who is shepherd of Uruk-the Sheepfold!
Gilgamesh lets [no] girl go free ro [her bridegroom.]
The warrior's daughter, the [young man's bride,]
The goddesses were listening to their complaint.

(Epic of Gilgamesh,l. 85-93, rrans. George)

The twinning of Gigamesh and uruk to shepherd and sheepfold is reveal-
ing. The first city to exist in literature is cõnceptuaily mapped onro the
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shelter constructed by the shepherd, another sign of the importance of the
pastoralist experience to the imagining of city life. These references also
point to the tension at play in the story: from the point of view of the
citizens of Uruk, Gilgamesh should be a shepherd, caring for them, his
sheep, but actually he "lords it over the men like a wild bú|" (1,.21,2,

trans. George), the animal whose might shatters order. It is therefore not
enough to locate the epic's anxiety in the socialization of Gilgamesh, as

though he were a wild child needing to be taught how to hold a knife and
fork. Gilgamesh is the king, but so destructive that he must be tamed. The
epic is thus informed by competing and contradictory tendencies: in the
orthodoxy of the story the king is the semidivine hero whose mighty deeds
are praised in song. Heterodoxicall¡ however, the king is the problem.
He is a wild animal that must be made to submit, his power harnessed to
some more socially productive behavior. Both views of Gilgamesh employ
the figure of the wild bull, favorably to suggest his divinit¡ but also pejo-
ratively to suggest his intractability. It is a literary device exploiting the
ambiguity in our dealings with cattle, domestic and wild, to express an
ambivalence about power and kingship.

The first stage in the taming of Gilgamesh is projected onto the comple-
mentary figure, Enkidu. If Gilgamesh is the wild man in civilization, then
Enkidu is a man from the wilderness still in his natural state.88 He eats
with the gazelles and breaks hunters' traps, another performance that
combines literal and metaphorical resistance to the social world of hu-
mans. Like Gilgamesh he is a threat to ordinary humans, but he is from
the outside and it is to the inside that the citizens turn, to their own king.
His first response, when they appeal to Gilgamesh for help, is to send a
temple prostitute to seduce Enkidu, who starts wearing clothes borrowed
from the woman, drinks beer, and scares away the wild animals who were
his earlier companions. He has lost his innocence. He has been domesti-
cated and emasculated through sex. Once he arrives in the city he wrestles
with Gilgamesh; the two are said to grapple like bulls. (2.6.218) The fight
ends with Enkidu's submission. How could it not? The domesticated has
ever only a shadow of its former strength, while the wild bull rerains irs
power. But civilization itself cannot survive the unchanneled ferocity of
the bull. If the external has not been victorious upon being brought
into Uruk, then the internal must be sent out: Gilgamesh and Enkidu leave
on a quest,

Adventure is from the outset a political narrative. It allows the hero,
the imaginative projection of the king, not only to perform deeds advertis-
ing his strength and cunning, but to do it in a location far away.In prehis-
tory distance is prestige, and so traveling constitutes part of the adventure
and part of the message about the hero's status. Gilgamesh and Enkidu's
first adventure is to destroy the demon, Humbaba. He is a guardian of
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the cedar forest, possibly a bear deit¡ and the story may well spring from
some actual expedition to acquire trees from Lebanon.sn The reaso'ns for
the expedition are norclearly laid our, bur Gilgamesh bringíback a single
cedar from which he fashions a door for the iemple of pñll. The heroes
are successful and as a reward Gillamesh is offäred a place irr-trht".,,
bed. He refuses, she is incensed, anã implores Anu to ..-l.ur. the buil of
heaven. Each time the bull snorrs the eaith cracks open and hundreds of
the people of uruk fall into hell. Finalry Enkidu ger;hold or tn. ¡utt,

So Gilgamesh, like a bull dancer,
svelte and mighty then,
plunged his sword into the throat held fast bv Enkidu.
They butchered and bled the bull and then cut our irs heart
to offer as sacrifice before Shamash.
Then Gilgamesh and Enkidu rerreated
from the altar itself and stood afar
in deep respect as they did pray.

(Epic of Gilgamesh, 1.95_93, trans. Jackson)eo

-.The 
entire episode reads as a charter myth for the practice of sacrifice.

The animal must be subdued, the killers must be brutal yet pious, and
when they have stabbed the animal they proceed to breei it,'..rt it irrto
pieces, and offer a porrion to the gods. Ent<i¿u flings a porrián at Ishtar
who, with her attendanrs, goes inio ritual mourniÀg fo, the beast. The
poem also refers ro hanging up the intesrines of the slaughtered bull, pol-
ishing its horns as a memenro of the heroes' deed, and hïtairrg a celebra-
tion'. elements_anticipating later features typical oÍ sacrifice: gilands, bu-
crania, and the feast. Indeed a detailed study has demoîstrated the
overwhelming similarities between the Bull of Hlaven chapter in the epic
of Gilgamesh and the sac¡ifice of warer buffaro carried ãn throughåut
southern India to this day.el The scene is shown on Assyrian cylinder seals
(Fig.,2.2) and may have been akeady estabrished n Ákk"di"r, oral and
graphic traditions before it had even been written down.e2

Although Gilgamesh is sometimes referred to as a "culture hero,,' the
expression tends to be employed loosely.e3 He does not introduce agricul-
ture or stock breeding; both are imagined as already existing in theïorld
of the poem. He does not bring fire, brewing, wine, o. *riiing to Uruk,
but he is a genuine cukure hero, inrrodrrcirr['racridce. The roípli.utior*
of this, since he is also the bull of Lugulbaida and rhe son oi the wild
cow Ninsun, are worth considering more deeply. Moreover, the epic is
emphatic_concerning the identification of ttt" ti"g with the divine bull:
just.as Gilgamesh gave the inhabitants of the city ,ro p.".. with his ram-
paging at the beginning of the first tablet, so roo the Bull of Fleaven, even
though it was sent to punish Gilgamesh, afflicts the entire communit¡
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Figure 2.2 Gilgamesh slaughtering the Bull of Heaven. Porphyry cylinder seal.

Ca. 2300 BC. Paris. Musée du Louvre. Photo credit: Rêunion des Musées

NationaulArt Resource, NY.

smashing dykes and plowing up the fields. Seals depicting the killing of
the bull also reflect an awareness that the king and the bull are' at some

level, twins: the bull is shown with the face of a man and Gilgamesh with
the horns of a bull. What, then, are we to make of the sacrifice? The

sacrifice of the bull is in some ways the sacrifice of the king as well' Since

he is the agent who performs the sacrifice he is sacrificing himself. One

interpretation would emphasize the substitution of bull for man. By em-

phasizing the similarities between the two the story invites the sacrificial
community (those who participate in and profit by sacrifice) to read their
own institution as the reenactment of a cosmological narrative with clear

consequences for social order. The king's power is asserted in deed, but
the ultimate sacrifice that would serve the community and confirm his

fitness to rule is displaced onto a victim sent from heaven. It is heaven's

gift to Uruk, which Uruk both accepts and returns. The king's authority is

thus implicitly confirmed since the king is the pivot on which the exchange

between heaven and earth turns.
Recent discussions of Gilgamesh have correctly identified the hero's

story as reflecting the emergence of human consciousness from what Roy

l
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rØillis and Patrick curry call "its embeddedness in Nature through the
Paleolithic and early Neolithic periods."ea such interpretations run the
risk of missing a corollary of this process: the emergence ofã social con-
sciousness. Gilgamesh's uruk is the prototypical stratified society. It fash-
ions a cosmology populated by gods ánd demons in which sacrifice ,.rves
as the means of situating humans, kings, and gods in meaningful relation-
ship to each other. In the epic it is the king and cuhure hero who first kills
the bull of heaven and processes a divine affliction into a blessing. The
repetitions ofthis, like any other such sacred narrative, took place in sto-
rytelling and in performance, both the domain of professionals, bards and
priests. Furthermore, since the contest between Gilgamesh and the Bull
of Heaven was seen in the constellations of orion 

"-rrd 
ru.rrur, the myth

was part of a Iarger system of astrological knowledge also undár the con-
trol of a priestly class. Sacrifice as a social institutio-n regulated by priests
gave them the opportunity to turn their knowledge into ferformance. The
Bull o{ Heaven episode is not jusr a srage in thã process of an arrogant
individual's personal enlightenment. It is u ,tor| exploring the ki"ng's
proper role in society that hints at the interconnectednes, of-h,r*"r, 

"rrddivine (where the divine is anthropomorphic rather than Nature), and
that authorizes sacrifice as the proper medium for exchange between
human and divine, thereby affirming a hierarchical social ordãr in which
kings and priests dominate because of their knowledge and their actions
(reading the heavens, telling stories, going on quests, sacrificing animals,
communicating with the gods). At its core, the epic of Gilgamesh is much
more than a srory of "historically novel individualism.l'r, It i, a pro_
foundly ideological document, emerging from a complex social order
grappling with the tensions rhar surround kingly aurho;iry.

The epic of Gilgamesh ends by asserring the hero's humanit¡ which is
conveyed by his increasing self-awareness as he experiences áeath and
bereavement. This fascination with the human conditìon, which occur¡ed
in response to the rise of ranked, state-based societies in yarious parts of
the Bronze Age Near East, is accompanied by the evolution of evär more
complex pantheons. Gods fall into benevolent and malevolent caregories,
either as anthropomorphic deities accompanied by animals that äirro,
or suggest the deities' relation to humans, or as demons. A recent study
tabulates this as follows:ed

Benevolent Deities
Anthropomorphism
Domesticated species
emblematic of deities:
bull, calf, bird, cow

Destructiye Divinities
Animal Gods, monsters
Undomesticated species
emblematic of monsters:
snake, serpent
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'síhile gods and monsters do fall into opposite categories, this. scheme

is flawed since it mistakenly consigns all references to bull gods to the

benevolent sphere, on the 
"rr.r-pti-o" 

that the conceptual category "lies

within the orbit of cultural domàstication'"e7 Baal and El' for example'

are frequently shown as bulls or referred to as bulls' but it is doubtful

they carried ihi, d.rigtt"tion because they were identified as divine draft

animals. It is precisely"because the bull evokes a power outside of domesti-

cation that tlese goã, ur. figured as bulls' Numbers 24:8 refers to an

image of the divinJhaving ,,th" horns of the wild ox," while Ugaritic texts

,.f.i to "the fierce younfbull of the storm god, Adad'"e8 What.made the

bull a suitable symtol and sometimes an avatar of a god (and king) was

pr..ir"ry the explosive power thar was barely contained. This is the funda-
'-.rrtul å*p..i.rr.. of the divine that underlies the religious systems of the

eastern Mediterranean in the Bronze Age. This divine power is mirrored

in royal power; each reinforces the other, and both draw upon the contra-

dictory ássociations with cattle as ways of configuring this power.as po-

tentiaíy overwhelming and thus having to be appeased- Eventually the

entire communiry can te figured a bull or cow. In a late-third-millennium

lamenr from Urut, as the ciìy falls to attackers it is likened to "a great wild

bull which has been wounded with an arrow" and " a wild cow which has

been pierced with a spear," while the invaders "let the blood of the people

flow fike that of a ru.iifi.i"l cow."ee The imagery here is especially interest-

ing in that it draws on both hunting and sacrificial motifs'

îoth Egyptian pharaohs and Hittite kings alike would identify them-

selves witlh'itt. Uutt in his divine form and thereby exploit the ambiguity

of his might: it must be respected, and it was never entirely controlled.

This ideniification of the buil with the king can be attested in the earliest

Egyptian records, such as the Narmer Palette from Hierakonpolis (c. 3100

Sö), which shows a triumphant pharaoh smiting his enemies under the

g^ré ofbull-headed deities, while on the obverse a bull gores a victim in

ã ,..rrc rhat serves as a double of the king's victory.1oo Just as the bull was

the king's twin, so too it incarnated the divine. The Apis bull was regarded

a, the Je.uant of ptah, whom the Greeks referred to as Epaphos.i0l Plu-

tarch reporrs thar the Egyptians regarded the Apis bull asthe living image

of Osiris, while Diodorus claimed that Osiris manifested himself to suc-

cessive ages of men through the Apis bull.102 The bull was central to a

,rexus of*divine and .oyal pow.r not just in the cult of the Apis bull but

also in cults of the Mnevis bull at Heliopolis and the sacred bull of Her-

mointhis.1o3 These bulls were living embodiments of divine power. In the

Pyramid Texts the Mnevis bull cries: "I am the wild bull of the grassland,

the great-faced bull which came out of On. I have come for you a wild

bull"of the grassland, for I am he who always fashioned you and will
continue to-fashion you.'1oo Power, virilit¡ divinity are located in these
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living symbols of godly and royal authority. They also configure that
power in a specific way: as wild bulls they can break down irrigation
ditches and trample crops, so it is a power that must be managed. Priests
and hieratic kings are managers, harnessing the power of the wild bull
in a cosmic struggle patterned on tlíe experience of the pastoralist. The
messages encoded in Egyptian bull cults can therefore be seen as an ex-
trapolation of the ambiguity of our relationship with cattle: domestica-
tion is our triumph, but it is a victory only ever half-won. The wild always
threatens to irrupt into society.

So potent was the identification of hieratic royal power with the bull
that the symbolism was adopted from Egypt by the Hittite kings. Around
1250 BC the Hittites took the motif of pharaoh and bull, found on Seti
I's temple at Abydos and used in the reliefs cut into the rock atYazihkaya
where Teshub, the sky god, and Hebat, his spouse, are depicted standing
before a calf, a symbolic representation of their son Sharruma.1os Simi-
larly, a relief from Alaca Höyük shows a king and queen worshipping
before the statue of a bull while a seal of Murshili III shows the king
standing behind a chariot yoked to two bulls and driven by the Storm
God.106 The bull and bull-man, in fact, are recurring symbols in Hittite
art, deployed to fashion a coherent royal iconography that asserted the
unity of the royal and the divine.107 A similar package of symbols would
be employed in the Bronze Age Aegean, where, as we shall see, early Greek
culture inherited the same paradox of domestication.
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